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Chapter I
The problem and Its Literature
The problem.
The problem of this study Is to construct a means
of evaluating the ability of high school pupils to use
the scientific method#

The author has selectee three

types of student behavior involved in the scientific me
thod for study t
1*

To formulate reasonable generalizations
from experimental data

2*

To apply principles to new situations

3*

To plan an experiment to prove or dis
prove a given hypothesis

Because it is possible to measure by observation
pupils* achievement of mastery in scientific thinking
only to a minimum degree, it is desirable to have a sa
tisfactory means of measuring their progress In the use
of the scientific method.#
Definition of Terms
There are three terms that need to be defined as
used in this papers

Science, scientific attitude, and

scientific method#

science will be used in Its meaning

of a group of related facts* or knowledge which has been
classified, and organised so that it may bo useful in ob~
taining other desirable and. worthwhile knowledge *

Scien

tific attitudes are the attitudes of mind that .prompt one
to solve or attempt to solve his problems by reflective
thinking*

Scientific method is that means of investiga

tion or problem solving by which master scientists have
discovered and classified the body of organised knowledge
which we call science* and which includes measurement and
observation, experimentation, the drawing of conclusions,
reasoning both deductively and Inductively in order to
organize subject matter for the purpose of predicting,
inventing and discovering new things*
Literature of the Field
Few studie s 'have "been~mede TrPtesting the ability
to use the scientific method#

fylor,

however, has

worked rather extensively with the science departments
of The Ohio State University in developing means of test
ing the ability of students on the college level to use
the scientific method*

r.IQ

constructed reliable and valid

tests to measure the ability to apply principles to new
situations and to draw generalizations from expariuantal
deta#
1*

Up to the present time, however, he has not been

fylar, Ralph W# "Ability to Use the Scientific
Method11, Constructing Achievement Testa, Columbusx
The Ohio
- 32
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able to construct a reliable and valid test of the abil
ity to plan experiments to prove an hypothesis#
Downing2 Is experimenting with a test, "Some Ele
ments and Safeguards In Scientific Thinking" which is
being need, largely as a basis for research, but he has
not published tentative results on the work•
Zyve^ has constructed a test to detect several
basic traits which, tend to point out one1s aptitude for
science*

This study is not directly related to the prob<

lem, but does involve to soim slight extent a few phases
of the scientific method#
Because the studies made by Tyler and Downing in
dicate that the ability to use certain phases of the
scientific can be measured objectively to some degree of
precision, the investigator set out to construct a r.m
of measurement, on the eighth grade level, to test fcb:e
ability to use the scientific method#
2*

Downing* Elliot B • corresponded with th© author
concerning his test

3*

gyve, D# L # , Explanatory Booklet, Stanford scienti
fic Aptitude Test* Stanf orcT,""SaliFcrSia,''™SfanforS
ITnTvei-Mty press, 1950# pn* 1 - 15
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Chapter II
Setting for the Experiment
Grade Selected
The group chosen for this study contained twentyfour regular pupils of" the eighth grade of The Matthew
Whaley School in Williamsburg for the session of 1934 *35#

Grade eight was selected because it was the only

science class taught by the author in which the "Tenta
tive Course of Study for the secondary schools of Vir
ginia" was being used#
The group was a very desirable one with which to
work for its members attended the elementary school and
received training In an activity program.#

‘
The Intelli

gence quotient of the pupils, ranged from 92 to 134#

The

class standing of the group, in terms of the marking
system of the school, for the session in which the study
was made was as follows:

eleven members made "Above

Average"; twelve, "Average"; and one, "Below Average11#
Method.® Used in Teaching
Because the success of the teaching process Is
measured by the desirable changes brought about In the
pupil through activities, It was necessary at the begin-

Fag© 6*
ning of the semester to plan oar ©fully and. to- set up
major goals or objectives#
lected:

Thus the following were se

First, to develop In the child understandings

based on the most important scientific knowledge; second,
to develop in the child skills in scientific thinking;
third, to develop In the child a scientific attitude#
The principles that were to be mastered were very
carefully chosen according to frequency of use In attain
ing the objectives selected#

The outstanding aim was to

develop a few principles well and to give many situations
in which they could be used as a. solution to problems in
order to develop the ability to apply principle© rather
than the ability to ©tat© them#
The first two weeks of the school term wore spent
with the class in analyzing and. getting acquainted with
the scientific method and. the scientific attitudes* La
ter scientific stories were read in which problems were
Involved, giving, the class the opportunity to define the
problems and analyze the steps in their solution#

Ac

counts of the work of some of the master scientists also
were studied and analysed*

Thus the pupils themselves

found out the meaning and importance of the scientific
method*

At the end of this unit the pupils ©elected

simple problems which were solved to a satisfactory de
gree by the use of the scientific method*

The pupils,

however, had not mastered the ability to use the scion-

Fag© 7*
tific method in this short time, so It was employed in
the work for the remainder of the session*

In situations

where a problem could not be solved by experimentation,
the children were taught how to select an authority on
the subject*
go one single textbook was used In the course,
but several copies of the latest General Science text
books were selected for class use, supplemented by cur
rent material such ast pamphlets, pictures, exhibits,
moving pictures, talks by outsiders, experiences of
others, and trips to various plants in connection with
the units*

Only that subject matter was selected that

would lend itself to the accomplishment of the objectives
selected*

Pag© 8*

Chapter III
Technique Followed
Froo©cure
The procedure employed is that used by Tyler
He claims that this procedure gives a valid and reliable
means of measurement because, first, a specific objec
tive of the course is being measured; second, this ob
jective is analyzed in terms of desired pupil behavior
and the items from which responses are to be selected
are obtained from the reactions of pupils to desired
situations; and third, "The final test is validated
against the preliminary test and not against teachers*
marks"»
Of the various activities involved in using the
scientific method, three were ©elected because of their
importance:

ability to formulate a reasonable generali

zation from experimental data, ability to plan experi
ments to test an hypothesis, and ability to apply prin
ciples to © concrete situation.
1.

Tyler, Balph ;v,, Constructing Achievement Tests,
nA Generalized TeeKinfque for Con s’trucfffig"”’ZcEfev©ment Tests", Columbus: The Ohio State University,
1954, pp. 4 - 14*
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Subjective Form
In order to define these abilities in terms of
pupil behavior, situations Involving these abilities
were collected during the school yesr a® they arose in
class*

From this list, the items to be used in the sub

jective form of the test were selected, on the basis of
use In life, frequency of use in textbooks, and interest
to pupil©#

Hon© of the Items had been discussed with

the pupils who were to take the test, but the facts and
principles involved had been a part of their class work*
In building the subjective form of the test,
twenty-four situations involving each type of behavior
were Included*

Illustrative examples and necessary di

rections were given for each section*

In the section on

generalizations the pupils were asked to state for each
situation the generalization which they thought could
most reasonably be made from the data given*

In the ap

plication of principles section, the pupils were asked
to write under "Answers'* what was likely to happen, end
under "Beacons" the explanation of the answers*

In the

hypothesis section, the pupils were asked to'plan ex
periment© that could be used to prove the truth of each
}pm--'Uhesls*

Ho time limit was set, each pupil being al

lowed to work as long as he wished#
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Sine© the Judgment of one person was not believed
to b© sufficient, the ©valuation of the pupils1 reactions
was made a cooperative task*

The author was most fortu

nate In securing for this work the cooperation of thirtyon© teachers taking courses in the summer school at the
College of Willie© and Mary*

Eleven of these teachers

were found to be qualified and these eleven helped in
scoring.
in order to determine the necessary qualifications
for adequate scoring and the necessary number of quali
fied scorers, the following procedure was used*

The

teachers of on® group were given a sample of the situa
tions and the pupils’ responses from the sections on
generalisations and application of principles with direc
tions for scoring*

It was found that the six teachers

of this group who had taken thirty or more semester hours
in science courses in college were more consistent In
theIr scoring than those who had fewer than thirty semes
ter hours.

Since the scores of these six teachers de

viated only -*36 to +*17 from the average scores assigned
by the group as a whole, it was concluded that the scor
ing of six such teachers would be sufficiently reliable.
Each individual of a qualified group scored the
sections of the test*

In the sections on generalizations

Page 11.
and hypothesis they were Instructed to scor© the respon
ses as followss

1 Indicated that the answer was absolute

ly false| 2 that It was partly false; 3 that it had. no
thing to do with the problem; 4 that it was very good,
but not complete; S that it was excellent end complete*
In the section on application of principles they were
instructed to check the principles which could be con
sidered correct and also to check the reasons which cor
rectly explained the principles#

From the teachers1

scores on the generalization section and the hypothesis
section a credit value for each Item was obtained by
taking the naan value of the scores given that Item#
To each item in the section on application of principle©
a credit value of one was given for each item marked cur
rent by at least five of the six scorers#

These credit

values constituted the basis on which the pupils’ papers
were scored by the author*
Objective Test©
Since such a method of subjective scoring would
not be practicable, it was necessary to set up an objec
tive form of the test#

This test was built on the res

ponse© of the pupils in the subjective test*

In con

structing the generalization section, five generaliza
tions, those having the highest and lowest credit values
and three in between the highest and lowest, were chosen*

Bag® 12#
The hypothesis section, except for the feet that all of
the pupil responses on the subjective teat were used,
was built In the earn* manner#

The application of prim*

eiplea section was also constructed similarly by selec
ting a few of the correct and a few of the incorrect
answers and reasons given by the pupils*

Illustrative

examples and necessary dircotions were given for each
section of the test*

in both the generalisation and hy*

potheais sections, the pupils were asked to mark the best
generalisations and the best experiments with a B and the
poorest with a f*

In the application of principles sec*

tion, they were asked to check the correct answers and
to indicate the reasons for their choice*

Because eerre*

latlon® obtained from the data on the generalization m id
hypothesis sections were not as satisfactory as was do#
sired,, these two sections were repeated in the same way’
except that the pupils were asked to number the responses
consecutively from the best to the poorest*
The final correlations indicated that the generally
sat ion section could not be used in the present objective
f © » , that the first objective method of giving the hypo
thesis section was the better, and that the application
of principles section gave better results In the objee#tlve form*

Fag® 13*
Hellability of the Test
Th© tost 1® reliable in construction in that it
©an be scored objectively, it is long enough to tost the
material adequately, and it has boon scaled for difficul
ty*

The tost was scaled three time®*

first, by three

teachers before it m s given in the subjective form; aecond,by the summer session group who scored the respon
ses; end third, by the author from a study of the scores
made by pupils m

the objective form of the test*

The test is reliable statistically, first, since
it is based on a subjective test that is reliable, be
cause of the following, correlation®*^

The generalisation

section gave a coefficient of correlation of *&&±. *04;
the hypothesis section, ♦92;t*02j and the application of
principles section, *70:t*0?*
The test 1® reliable statistically, in the second
place, because the results of the objective test gave sa
tisfactory coefficients of correlations.

The generalisa

tion section gave a coefficient of correlation of #73±: *07;
the hypothesis section *75ir*06; and the application of
principles section, *00± *03*
1*

In determining the coefficient of correlations, selfcorrelation® were obtained and corrected by the use
of the Spearman-Brown formula throughout the test*

Page 14.
Taliaity of the Test
55SSI5Sf'SmSSSSSSr*^SSSSSmSSSSBS
the best Is valid from the standpoint of ooutsat
in that it actually testa carefully selected scientific
material as suggested in the Virginia ourriculum* and la
that it has been revised in accordance with or it lei sms
made by the science teachers who score# the subjective
test*
la order to determine whether the test la also
valid statistically* the results of the preliminary
test were used as a criterion against which the results
of the propose# objective test were correlate#*
check showed the followingi

the

that in the generalisation

section a correlation of only *0# was obtained* imdiem*
ting that little or no relationship exists between the
two tests and that the mnliiple-reaponse form cannot be
use# in place of the subjective testj that in the hypo*
thesis section a correlation of *60 was obtained Indioating that although the degree of validity is not high* a
relationship does exist$ an# that in the application of
prlnwlplea section* a correlation of *69 was obtained*
indicating that the results of the sailtlple*respouse
form of the test are closely relate# to those of the cri
terion score an# that the objective form is tali#*
£o determine further the statistical validity of

page m *

the objective teat, the reeult* wave correlated, la the
®§ year of the experiaantal group, against Downing*a
teat nsoate Element* and safeguard* in s c ie n t i f i c Think
ing*, whioh he* a rel.iahil.lty of •083*

fftla cheek showed

a correlation of (8t an the hypotheei* aeotion sad ,88 on
the application of principle* section, indicating that
Downing** teat and the proposed teat measure the acaa
scientific ability —

th«t ia, the ability to nee the

ftoiontlfie method,

S ag
1,

ft** aaotion os general!ration gave a correlation of
•86

,64 ia the subjective forts «&i # %

objective ftaa*

,0? ia the

whan the result* of the objective

fern of the teat vara correlated with the criterion
teat, e correlation of only *21 via* obtained,
teat ia reliable, hot ia not valid*

This

Ontil it oaa

he revised and ita validity in tha objeotiv* fora
increased, it oanaot be used as aa objective noaaa
of tasting the ability to draw generalisation* fra*
experimental data,
0,

The section on application of principle* gave a cor*
relation of ,76

,07 in the subjective form, but in

the objective fora ita eorrelfttioo wee *86

,03,

when the results of the objective fora of th® tost
were correlated with the criterion teat, a oorrela*

Fag# 16#
tlon of #62 was obtained*

The teat can he scored ©b*

jectlvely* is reliable an# valid#
3#

The seetlon on hypothesis gave a correlation of *92±
*02 In the subjective form and #624: *06 In the objeo*
tive form#

When the results of the objective form of

the test were correlated with the criterion score# a
correlation of *55 was obtained#

Th© test can be ©b#

jectlvely scored, Is reliable and valid#
4#

A study of th® individual scores on each section was
made*

It was found that the pupils who did the most

outstanding work In class and better thinking and
planning# made higher scores when they were formula
ting their own answers than when selecting answers#
Those pupils who did average and below average work
and little thinking and planning in class# made
higher scores when the test was given objectively*
This would tend to Indicate that the pupils who are
good thinkers Can formulate their own generalisations*
apply principles# and plan experiment® better than
select them# while the slow thinkers can select them
better#

There is no statistical proof of this state*

raent and it has no significance in solving the prob
lem*
The results obtained indicate that certain abill*
ties necessary In the use of the scientific method may be
measured indirectly with some degree of certainty*

Tests

Fag© I1?#
have been developed, which give result© quit© closely r©~
la ted to thos© obtained from direct measurement as a
means of determining th© ability of the pupil to apply
principles to new situations and his ability to plan ex*
perlmente to test the truth of an hypothesis*

Ho test

has been constructed which gives results that will cor*
respond closely to those obtained from direct measure
ment as a means of determining the ability of the pupil
to draw generalisation©- from experimental data*
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Chapter 17
Standardization off the Test
Followed
The final test consisted off forty-four Items
selected from the initial t©st«

Twenty-two items tested

the ability to plan experiments to prows the truth off an
hypothesis e$$f the other twenty-two tested the ability to
apply principles to new situations.

The Items that were

discarded were those missed by most of the pupils*
Two forms off the test* form a and Form 0 t were
compiled#

The tests were'composed off two parts*

Fart

I - application off Principles* designed to test the abi
lity to apply principles to new situationsf Fart XI Hypothesis* designed to test the ability to plan experi
ments to prow© a given hypothesis*
cluded In each part off the test*

Eleven items were in
The highest possible

score which could be mad# on the Hypothesis section was
11*

The eleven items on the application off Principles

section were broken up into smaller items* there being
66 small items on Form A and 67 small items on Form B*
A possible score off 77 on Form A and 76 on Form B off the
test could be made#
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To secure data for standardt zat ion, the testa*
direction© for taking the test* direction© for giving
the test were mimeographed and given to pupils of the
ninth grad© who were taking biology at that time* and
who had eighth grade science the previous session* in
five high schools located in different sections of Vir
ginia* selected because of their geographical distribu
tion, sis©* and type to get as fair* varied* and as ran
dom a sampling of pupils as possible*
sohools represented are as followsi

The types of
city# suburban*

country* ©nroilment of over 0000* and enrollment of less
than 100*

Both forms of the test were given to the same

set of pupils*

From this testing program data are avail

able on 191 pupils*

The tests were returned to the

author to be checked by a key which had been prwpsw-edtfrom the score ratings in scoring the preliminary test*
B e l i ^ illty
To determine the reliability of the test* the
scores of Form A were correlated with the scores of Form
B*^

The section on the Application of principles gave a

correlation of *75dr *02; the section on Hypothesis* *61
± *04f on the whole test* *75±*05*
1*

The coefficient on

A brief statistical summary of the results of the
test is given in Table E# A summary of the scores
on the test mad© by the individual schools Is given
in Table B*
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the Hypothesis section is rather low# hot this is pro'*
bably because of the email number of items used#

The oo«*

efficients on the Application of Principles section and
on the whole test are much higher#

According to accepted

reliabilities of standardised test# the reliabilities on
the test and sections seem low#

The coefficients# how*

ewer# indicate that the test can be used as a reliable
means of measuring the ability to apply principles and to
plan experiments to prove an hypothesis#
Data indicate that in 63 chances out of 100 the
items included In Form 1 are more difficult than in Form
A on the Application of Principles section#

In 6? out

of 100 chances# the items on Form B of the Hypothesis
section were more difficult than on Form A according to
the data#

Because the difference is so slight it has no

significant value#

Since the results show little warla*

tlcrn in the means and standard deviations of the two
forms of the test# they

comparable means of-.measure*

ment*
Significance of the Results
Since It is a new type of test for the high school
level# it is a difficult task to interpret the results#
The results obtained# however# furnish interesting data
as they suggest some rather definite tendencies of pupils

Page £3#
In the interpretation of problems involving the ability
to use the scientific method*

The conclusions, however#

made on the basis of the data now available may be non*
sid©red only of tentative value«

The tests may have been

difficult for the pupils because they were new# Involv
ing material assembled in a way entirely strange to the
pupil# and the method of handling the material was new
to him*
The data can be used to advantage in continuing
the study of the test as a means of measuring the ability
ofth© pupil to use the scientific method*

The m thor

plans to use the test in grades i * 11 and to study the
results obtained*

The ability, to us# the scientific

method should yield to accurate objective measurement*
forms
The following percentiles have been determined
from the data obtained from the testing program con
ducted among the five high schools in which 101 pupils
participated*
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Percentile 8orms

Applied
frfiS* ^
I----fe

A ~~~TB

Total
T — IB

10$ of the pupils
reach or exceed

54

52

6

5

40

53

20$ of the pupils
reach or exceed

50

28

5

5

35

35

30$ of the pupils
reach or exceed

28

26

5

8

33

51

40$ of the pupils
reach or exceed

26

24

4

4

50

83

80$ of the pupils
reach or exceed

24

25

4

4

28

87

60$ of the pupils
reach or exceed.

22

21

4

5

26

24

70$ of the pupils
reach or exceed

20

80

5

3

25

25

80$ of the pupil#
reach or exceed

18

18

2

2

20

20

90$ of the pupils
reach or exceed

16

16

2

1

18

16

N

121

The norms ara based on 9& grad# level*
for feeing test

The author doss not propose to suggest a time li
mit for taking the test since the time required to take
Form a of the test ranged from 12 minutes to 60 minutes*
The average time required hf 189 pupils mas 44*6 minutes*
On Form B the time for taking the test ranged front 20 to
85 minutes*
minutes*

The average tl>T.# for 187 pupils was 58*1

The test* however* should he completed in at

Page 25*
least one class period*
than one class period*

Most pupils will finish in less
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Table D
S0MMABY OF SQGKBS OH TESTS
Schools

Ho*

of

Applied

Hypothec

Total

sis
F opei A
Possible
s c o p © on
test

66

B

A

B

A

65

11

11

77

B
76

School A

49 J

53*11

43*13 8*1

7*0

60*13

48*16

School B

64*

44*14

42*13 7*1

6*0

51*20

48*16

School C

40j

49*14

44* 8 8*0

8*0

53*15

45*10

School D

33*

53*10

30*11 7*0

8*2

58*13

37*14

School E

15 J

28* 8

38*16 6*2

7*1

34*13

43*17

School F

211

25*14

26*12 7*3

6*0

32*19

29*15
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Table E
STATISTICAL RESULTS OP TESTS
* Applied
*Principles

*
*

Hypothesis

*Potal

*os

*
9

#34 ± *04

•58 *.*03

1
*75 ± #02
r *
f
V,
m1n
,
‘
1
,
1
,
1
r
n
,
m
r
,
T
J
1
I
i
.78
t

1
*
«

*51± *04

*73 3:*03

•59

*76

v.
self

r

*

*eoi

f

Spearman**
Brown form
Index of
Reliability

#
t
»

Xl *57

For® A

*
i

26.56* *36 *
t

4*21 * *00

31.3

Form B

*
i

24.68 ±.*3© *
t

4 *08 Jt*08

31.44 -f
c*34

*
I

1.78 J: .12

8

.53 *

1.92 3:.13

7.6 ±.*51

Mean

Form A
S. P.
Form B

♦

t
*
«

7.5 ±
7*7

zt

.58

t

zt .65
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Chapter f
of m s m m
1#

On the basis ©f the statistical results presented
below it may be concluded that the test In its pre*
sent objective form ©an be used as a basis for fur*
ther research looking toward the development of a
dependable measure of ability to use the scientific
method*

2*

Statistically the test is valid and reliable.
The validity of the Application of Principles
section* correlating the results of the objective
and subjective forms* is #69*

When the results of

the objective for® are correlated with the results
of Downing*® test cm ttSome Elements and Safeguard©
in scienttfi® Thi*ddj*g% a correlation of *02 is ©b*
tained.

The validity of the Hypothesis section* ®or<*

relating the results of the objective and subjective
forme* is .55* when correlated with the results of
Downing's test is *96.
The reliability of the Application of Pri»*>
ciples section is *70x .02; of the Hypothesis section*
*51±.*04| and of the whole test* .7Szt.03.

(H ~ 191)
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The obtained moans and standard deviations of the two
form® of the test give © marked similarity#
The means of the Application of Principles
section vary only by 1*88 points while the ?*^*|av#)
differs only by #01 point; of the Hypothesis section
the means vary by *13 point* and tbs

differs

by *01 pointj on the whole test the means vary by #1
point* while the

differs by *03 point#

The S*P* of the Application of principles see*
tlon vary by *2 point* and the F*E#(*.&*) by #01
point;

of the Hypothesis section the S#D# vary by

whole test the S *&# vary by #5 of a point and the
p#B*C«*d*)

point#

Data indicate that Form B of the Application
of Principle® section is more difficult in ©3 cham**
cea out of 10G than For® A; that Form 3 of the Hype*
thesis section is more difficult in 57 chance® out
of 100 than For® A| and that Form B of the whole test
is more difficult in ©3 chances out of 100 than .few®'
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Appendix
Manual of Mreettoiis
u
This science test la designed t© furnish a rail*
abl© and Valia me©sure of two of the behavior® Included
In the scientific method; namely*
1*

To apply principles to new situation®

2*

To plan an experiment to prove or disprove
a given hypothesis

The test will be found to be useful in deterata*
lag how well the child ©an think scientifically and earn
use in a practical situation the information which he
ha® gained*

The test in no way atteupts to measure

achievement of memorisation of facts in science and thus
cannot be used in preference to an achievement test for
that purpose#

By mean® of the comparable measure® after*

ded by the two forms of the test the degree of the pvm
pil*e ability to use the scientific method can be mew*
cured*
Description of the Test
The Omohundro Scientific Method Test has been pre*
pared in two forms* Form A and Form B#

Bach form con*

Page 32*
slat® of two parts*

Part I consists of eleven items

testing the ability to apply principles to new situations
and Part II consists of eleven Items testing the ability
to plan experiments to prove or disprove a given hypoth#*
©is*

The two forms are of approximately the same dlffl*

oulty, containing items which Involve the same principles
but different situations,

The multiple*respouse form is

used throughout the test*
The test is planned to be given at the completion
of the eighth grade science course*

Either form may be

given alonef but if both forms of the test are given*
the reliability of the results is increased considerably*
Ho special time limit for taking the test is as*
signed#

It Is desirable to have the pupils think through

the situations very carefully and not guess the answers*
Bach form of the test can be completed In a normal class
period by all pupils*

Some pupils may finish in less

time* but the average time required has been found to be
th!rty~five to forty-five minutes*
Construction and Validation of the Test

$d86^wSiSSSSSSSESSSS3SSSSSiipiSSSBS8SBiB^ i5Sfifi83S5tt <S3838HS53S62iBp8BS388s8SSS8jli 3 3S S S ? "53§25SS88Si SSSSiSBSSSSS^

Each form of the test consists of 22 items* 11
on the Hypothesis section and 11 on the Application of
Principles section*

The 11 items on the Application of

Principles section are broken up into 6© items <m Form
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A and 67 items on Form B*
The items for the tost war# selected from im&or**
tamb principle© included in the science work for the
eighth grad©.

*$hm selection of the principles meed in

the course wee largely based upon an analysis of the
list of principles suggested in the fhlrty*flrst Year*
1
bookj
an analysis of the objective© listed in the
iSPlfttlTg Course «£ Stud£ for the g a t S ^ t S t Schools for
Virginia2 and th« principles involved In aohieving those
objective©! and also an analysis of the list of prinoi*
pies proposed by Downing.®

mSiSSl
Five high sohoolf of different aises and types in
different sections of Virginia were selected to partial*
pate in the testing program to determine the reliability
of the test.

This insured that the group being tested

represented a random* mnselected group.

Data were

Salmed on 101 pupils#
1.

national Society for the Study of Eduo at ion* nA Fro*
gram for reaching Selene©”* fhirtreflrat Yearbook.
Bloomington* Illinois# FmbXilSstiiS^^
pany# 1952* pp* 63 * 66

2-

taatotos* 9 sm.m
?«£§&>.•

6.

»f. §&»&*

IS!

tmt. the

opr* ogeelaatea M
Vif§£° °*

Downing# Elliot B»# An Introduction to the teaching
of science. Ohio ago
W! ttTti q i T W l i#

*1*r“ T# pp* 39 * 46
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la fable I are given the means of the so ores on
both forms of the tost for each school represented in
the testing program end for all the schools sad the mesa
for the whole test*

la fable IV are given the norms for

each part of the test on both Form A sad Form ® sad the
norms for each part of the whole test#

the reliabilities

of the test and of the seetlsms of the test were asm*
puled by correlating the scores of the pupils on the two
forms*

these reliabilities ire given in fable 11*

fhe

correlations were determined by the Spearman** brown for**
imils*

fhe correlation on the Application of Principles

section is *7Sf m

the Hypothesis section is *6!| and on

the whole test is *73*

These coefficients are undoubted**

ly attenuated by the fact that the test being of a new
type# the pupils experienced difficulty in taking it*

A

further attenuation may be present due to the possibility*
which was not determined# that not all the schools had
taught all the principles used in the test*
fhe test is reliable from the standpoint of eon* *
struetien*

it is objective, it has been sealed for dif**

ficulty, and it Is long enough to test the material with
some degree of adequacy*

Th# test items are arranged in

order of difficulty# from eery easy to oemparatlvely dtf*
fioult ones*

fhe items were scaled by the average rating

of eight teachers andby an examination of the scores
made on the test by the experimental group*

Bine# only
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a limited amount of time can be devoted to a teat if it
la given in a normal class period# a compromise had to
be mad® between a higher, reliability and the length of
the teat*
fhe possible deviation of the pupils1 actual
so or© m

the test from the true soor© may be determined

from fable 111*

fhe directions for giving For® A and Form 1 are
the same*

Ask the pupils to fill in the blanks found

on the front page*

After the blanks have been filled

in# have the pupils turn to the second page*

Bead to

the pupils the directions on the second page for taking
the test on the Application of Principles* alee read the
illustrations given and make any explanations which
might be necessary*

Then have the pupils turn to the

beginning of Fart II# Hypothesis section# and reed
those directions and the illustration# making any ex*
planatlone that are necessary*

fell them that they may

use the entire class hour if necessary*

Answer no ques

tions on the test during the testing period*

Collect

the papers at the end of the hour or as soon as the pa*
pile have finished the test*

Page
toectlons for Soorln^
A key containing the correct responses for M e k
Item cm the test has been prepared.

To score the test,

place the- sheet so that the responses are a&jacent to
the answers on the key*

In the Hypothesis section,

place a check mark In front of the oorreot B fa but do
not mark the Incorrect B*s or the ft a*

0ive a ©red.it

value of I for each correctly marked B on the Hypothesis
seetlcsu
lues*

The score equals the sum of these credit va-

in the Application of Principles section plaoe a

check mark for each -correctly checked answer and for each
correctly selected reason*

Bo not put any mark on the

test paper for incorrect answers and reasons*

Bo not

accept any answer as correct unless it agrees with the
key*

The score la equal to the sum ©f the number of

checks on the section*

.inter in the space provided m

the first page the score for each section of the test
and then total the score*

fable IV gives the normst based m
pupils in biology classes*
in Virginia are represented*
grade level*

scores of 191

five different high schools
fhe norm® are based on

separate norms are given for the Applica

tion ofPrlnciples section on Pona A and Form B|

the By<*

pytheaie section for each formf and for the whole test
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on each form#
Table I
MEASE
No*
Pu
Soh, JEwlls
m

lisa

las *

'tw'yr a r j w m :
'I ■

JKagSfeMflJL

±. *

?tOte2

t *

■•*

I

*

54

s&.oii: .oeat.i * .oa»4.#i± .I3i4.87±*ie*
*
•
<
*

0

40

©

S3

88*92±483i28#87±l*l»3*7 ± *17*3*65± *18*
8
.
*
I.
*
I
I"""""""'"
— —— y
23*9± ♦40832*04-*43 *3*5 dfc *16f4*06 dk *18*
;
f
I
•

a

15

to
tal

191

Data

omitted

2
♦
i
«31*5±*57
26#66±#55124*38 ±*30*4*21 ± * 0 9 14*08 ± *08*
31*4**34
I

1

,

,

-l

*

table it
RBBIABIBXTIES

Saif

*
r

Brown fora*

Applied
*
Total
*frinoipl©a §1 Hypothesis
i
.)
™'IL
■#
«
* *00 Jb *03 » «S4± .04
*38 ±* 0 3
t
i
t
j.ir.nnjrijjjm.,ir.nnnrrrm»innjBiritrincntnj-(nrTittncrn'
rr'T"'J'.r,rT-"--#-■mj,innt "' 'mf MU
t
A *75 ± *08 I *51 ±*04
*73 i *03
t
1
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table III
3* 0*
Applied
Perm A
8* P*

Pena B

♦

*7*5± *52
*

* 1*78^.18*
*
*

»7.7± *53

*
#

8

± *55

1*92 ±*15 * 7.8 ±*51
#

table IT

Peroentil© Karma

Applied

Hypothesis

total

ppln*

.....
10$ of the pupil*
reach or exceed

A
54

B
tns.js*
32

A ,

1

A

B

8

8

40

m

.
«
4*

80$ ofthe pap lie
reach m exceed

80

88*

5

%

33

m

30$ of the pupils
reaoh or exceed

22

m

3

5

33

31

40ff of the pupils
reach or exceed

28

m

4

4

30

28

50$ of the pupils
reach or exceed

24

25

4

4

28

87

50$ of the pupils
reaoh or exceed

22

21

4

3

23

24

70$ of the pupils
reach or exceed

80

80

3

5

83

23

80$ of the pupils
reach or exceed

12

18

2

2

80

80

90$ of the pupils
reach or exceed

18

15

2

1

18

13
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All the data given in Table IF ar e represented by
the percentile curve*
owe

it will he seen that the pevoeatll#

outs the CCHpereentile line en the Application of

Principles section* Form A* at a height representing a
scare or 05* on Form B at a soore of 25# o n 'the Hypothesis
section* Form A at a score of 4* on Form 1 at a s o w # of 4#
fhe percentile curve outs the S0~p©re#ntlle line at a
height representing BB for the entire test for Form A*
and 0? for Form B*

This means that any pupil malting a

©oore of 00 on the test*

form A* exceeds SO per cent of

the 191 high school pupil® taking the test In score# 28*
then Is the median so ore*

All of the score® may he oimi*

larly interpreted from the fable and the percentile graph
for the test*
fhe possible interpretations and usefulness of
the test scores may he illustrated by reference to a few
scores which are representative of what may he obtained
by pupil® on the teat*
App*
epp* Pr*
12

Pupil A

makesa score of

Pupil B

makesa score of

04

Pupil 0

makes a score of

54

Hyp*
I

f
4

Whole Test
13
28
40

From the percent lie graph* it ©an he seen that a
score of 12 on the Application of Principles section will
represent a percentile rank of about 5 among the

grade
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pupils who took the test#

Apparently the pupil has de»

v©loped little ability to apply principles to new situs*
tlons in solving p r o b l e m and has no skill in using
scientific method of thinking*

the

Unless there is seme

good reason to believe that his poor scoreis not a fair
representation of hi* ability to nee the scientific me*
thod* it indicates either that he is not able to solve
scientific problem of the difficulty represented on the
test or that he does not understand the principles in*
The teacher should attempt; to determine whether

reived*

the pupil is trying to memorise facts in science father
than to understand them and to see the value of their ap*
plication in problem solving*
The score of pupil B Indicates that he has da*
veloped the ability to apply principles to new situations
to a considerable degree since he has obtained the median
score#

Apparently M s work in science would be very

helpful to him In ©very**day life and he is capable of

continuing his study In science*
Pupil 0 has made an excellent score*
tils rank Is 88 or better*

Hie percent

This indicates that his abi«*

llty to use the scientific method in the application of
principles to new situations is outstanding*

He should

be given individual attention In further developing his
ability*
Ms

It would be well to encourage hi® to continue

science work*
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Similar interpretations could be mad# for the®#
pupils on the basis of' their scores m

the Hypothesis

section or on the total test*
It would be helpful in interpreting class scores
to draw a percentile curve similar to the m e found in
the manual*

this will show at a glance the median score

of the class* the percentile rank of the individual pa*
pile* as well as the comparison between the class as a
whole and the published norms*
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Final ~ For® k
SOIEHCE TEST
Part I

Application of Principles

Part II

Experiments to pror© or Disprove an Hypothesis

Ham©

TOFSF
trad©

Boy or ®trl
Age last Birthday
Ham© of city for county)
H a m of school
H a m of teacher
Bat© of Examination

length of tin* required to talc© examination
WBSSOSW

go ora

foot

* I$
V

of Principle©

2,

Total
General Directions*

Road the direction© carefully and

prooeed at onoo to answer the question©*

Bo not guoea at

the answers! think the situations through and ho careful
in selecting your answer*
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Stem

Part X*

.

,

,..,r

A pplication o f yrlmotpx*©*

Mrooifoiiot

la each of iti® following. r n x l m

Bio® is g i n m #

ototooMMnto#

a pro*

B®lo® ©not* proBltt* ©ro It# lists of

Th® f i r s t l i s t contains ot*t®a®mfto «ki®h

e m b® used t o ©monor tf*o opoblomo

flo e # © on®®* «ig«

( *^) on tko Xim® in fron t o f the statement or ©t®i©mitt&
whioh ©manor th e protol®**
Tt»» ©®®©*sd l i s t contain# stsirmemta ©Mob ©#m to
mood t o exp lain the correct ©newer*
o f Us© ©hook- sign { 1/ }

Oil tb# lin o in fron t

p i 00® th© lo t tor in fr c a t o f felt©

f i i n l t m l or ototomM © ohioh niroo •th«
r©® ©fcho
©#©♦**#©# ro®©aa ©fo
W**©*
©MMSM©*
©©rroot ©n#o©y»
not ©wpXoiit

son©

o f it*® *t«tommkft or© b»m® But do

ib® r ig h t ©mooorof d® not jyys fho®*» Im
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Problem1#
fEere were two rooms In which scarlet fever pet*
lent# stayed# After the patients were well# one of
the rooms was swept and dusted# and the room was imme*
diately occupied# In the other room everything was
washed in hot water and a disinfectant used* the mattress
placed In the &vm and all the shades put up and the sun
allowed to enter the room for m m m time before any one need
the room# What would yon expect to fee the result? Why?
Answers#
1#
2#
5#

Germs did not remain in the first room#
The person who occupies the first room
will probably get scarlet fever#
The occupants may not get scarlet fever#

Reasone#
a # Sweeping and dusting does not kill germs#
fe« It may have gotten rid of some germs#
o« Scarlet fever is contagious#
d# The room was not thoroughly and properly cleaned*
e# The occupants may fee immune to scarlet fever#
f * Sun# disinfectants will kill germs#
g#
Bum# disinfectants and boiling water killgerms#
h#
The first room was made sanitary fey killing all of
the germs with hot water and sunshine#
FrofelemE#
rrniTbere are a number of cases of trench mouth in
t o m # Those afflicted with the disease constantly go to
the soda fountain for drinks# which are served in glasses#
What 1® likely to fee the result? Why?
Answers*
_
1# There is likely to fee a rapidspread ofthe
“ J,r'
disease#
______ 2# The people will probably die#
_ 5# An epidemic of trenchmouth may notbreak out#
Reasons#
¥7 Sola fountain glasses are
kill the germs#
fe# Paper cups should fee used
the disease#
o« The disease may fee spread
fountain#
d« The glasses may fee washed
e# Trench mouth is spread fey

not sterilised enough to
to prevent the spread of
on glasses at the soda
clean of the germs#
contact#

Fag# 4d*
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Form Am
problem 0#
'
lT~g#nt1 eman found out that it is best to hair# 30
pound# of air pressure in his automobile tire# in the
summer* where a® he always use® 3B«*40 pounds in the win*
ter* What will be likely to happen if h# puts in 40
pound® in the summer and drives the oar BOO mil#® on a
concrete road on a very hot day? Whyf
Answers»
1* He i® likely to have a blowout*
2m fh# tires will probably burn up*
_______ 3* Be may not have a blowout*

a*
b*
e»
d*
#*
f*
g*
h*

Air expands when heated* and when the oar ran over
the oonoreta It be#am# hot*
i*h# somerete road and the rubber tires cause friction
*and heat® the air In the tire® and it expand® and
bursts*
1# may have a "Silvertowntt tire with "tJol&em ply*
in it*
The pressure Increases and the tires become weaker *
The hot road will make the rubber melt and theheat
will make the tires expand* and burst*
Friction and heat will earns# a blowout*
Ih#air pressure outeld# 1® lighter in summer *
The pressure in the tire is greater than' the
pressure on the outside of the tire*
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Problem 4 *
'"r"K bottle was washed 1m boiling water and set
upside down on a pl##« of oilcloth* If you examined th#
bottle at th® end of two hour# what would you exp set to
find had happened to th# otlelothf Hhyf
Answer#*

Tir“... ^
i,n(iT„.*vi—;
T
r
,
|
t'.7ri iitt

1* The oilcloth will he drawn up into th# mouth
of th# bottle a little way*
2*
The oilcloth would be hot and sticky*
^ nhaw# will b# a ring of water ©m th#
oilcloth*
4* Th# -oilcloth would b# discolored*

Reasons*
ai^TSBt air in the bottle is warm when th# bottle is
set down* when th# air cools it contracts thus
drawing th# oilcloth into th# bottle*
b# The suction of the warm water would ull th# oil
cloth into th# bottle*
c# Th# moisture Inside is greater than that outside*
d* Th# heat draw# the oilcloth tight around the mouth
of the bottle*
#« The water will have drained out of the bottle*
f * Th# water softens th# oilcloth and when it dries
It peel# off*
g* Th# steam in the bottle has cooled and condensed
into water*
h* Th# heat from th# bottle killed the germs*
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problem 8 *
I
L
"""“""jr“
pi#### of ice of equal sis# are selected,
On# is wrapped in white ©loth end th# other in black*
and. they are placed aide by aide in the aim* Which will
melt more quickly? Why?
Answers*
1*

The piece of ioe wrapped in the white d o t h
will melt
first*
2* ’ The piece of its wrapped in the black cloth
will melt first*
8 # They will both melt In the same length of
r"mnr~f~T
time*
Tmrv'^1

Reasons*
a*'"1"TEe white cloth attracts heat from the aim* the blade
d o t h does- not*
b* White d o t h will not receive or take in heat like the
blaok d o t h *
e* The white d o t h will reflect the heat while the black
d o t h absorbs the heat*
^
d* The blaok cloth is tighter then the white cloth and
does not let air in on the. lee as asset*#
e*
the white
d o t h will nothold the heat or the o d d *
tm
The blaok
clothabsorb#athe light*
g«
The mvm will notshine through the blaok d o t h as
quickly a® it will through the White, and the blaok
d o t h absorb## light#
h«
The black
d o t h refloot sheat and the whit# d o t h
absorb#® it*
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Problem 6 ,
"J J ' M airplane fully equipped for flying at extremely
hig$i altitudes, and a specially construoted and equipped
stratosphere balloon leave the ground at the same time
and from the same field. At the end of eight hours which
will be the hi^Cer, assuming that no accidents occur?
Hhy?
Answers,
_ 1*
nrwwar'2,

The airplane will be the higher,
The balloon will be the higher,

Reasons,
HlZ TEST*airplane needs oxygen to run its motor and the
pressure effects the plane more because the balloon
earn be regulated by a ripping panel,
b, The balloon is lighter than the airplane, and thus
will ascend on up until it becomes heavier than the
air,
o« The airplane has a motor to help it rise while the
balloon is blown about by the wind,
d, The balloon Is especially constructed, for high
altitudes*
e» The balloon would not rise as fast because balloons
start on stratosphere flights in late evening and the
air would be oool*
f. The balloon goes straight up, while the airplane
does not*
g. The balloon gets larger as it rises and its rising
speed Is Increased, while the airplane rise# slower
as it rises because the air gets thin and cannot
support the plane,
h. The motor of the airplane stops after a certain hei
ght is reached.
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Problem 7*
Hill"© ventilation in a room ie necessary for com
fort, during th© pioneer days a great many people lived
in log cabins with no windows In them* How was the house
ventilated? Why was it possible to ventilate In that
manner?
Answers*
^ 1«
-rtrr^_.rr^w«m ^
3*

Through the door*
^ was ventilated by the door and chimney
and the holes in the walls*
The houses were not properly ventilated*

Reasons*
7B5""’
people lived out of doors most of the time, and
got fresh air*
b* The fresh air came In th© bottom, circulatedaround
and went out by th© fireplace*
c* The wind would blow In the creeks and keep the air
stirring*
d* The door was open much of th© time*
e* They would catch a disease more quickly*
f* The chimneys were very large and the houses small•
g* Houses were not built airtight as today*
h« It would breed germs*
Problem 8 »
r r,T8 r;t,rX ; i"who has malaria fever, is visiting In a cer
tain community In which there are no cates of malaria*
Mosquitoes are very prevalent In this section and annoy
the Inhabitants constantly* What Is likely to happen?
Why?
Answers*

i; 1*
"J'
; r"',"‘r" 8 #
_______ 5.

There Is likely to be a rapid spread of malaria*
The whole community will have malaria.
There may be no case® of malaria*

Reasons*
a* A mosquito might bite Mr# A and get th© malaria germ
in his system, bit© some one else and thus spread
th# disease*
b* The malaria germ is carried by the mosquito in bis blood#
o* Mosquitoes spread malaria fever#
d* Having personal contact with Mr# a spread® the dis
ease germs#
e* There may be no malaria mosquitoes in the meighborhood
in which case It would not spread*
f# The mosquitoes may not bite Mr* A*
g* The people should be vaccinated to prevent malaria*
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Problem®*
,rr'rr'
‘ rfS# room# ware planned and constructed alike In all
respects except the following* In one room the ventilator a
were placed under the windows with no window boards at
the bottom of the windows and the radiators were placed at
the top of the room against the wall* in the other room
the ventilators were placed near the bottom of the room,
window beards at the bottom of the window# and the rad
iators under the windows* How would the heating of these
room# compare? Why?
!&
1*
2*

3#

The second room would be warmer and more
comfortable*
one had fresh air and It stayed warm, while
the other had no fresh air and it was sold*.
You might sat eh sold la the first room*

Be&eons
a# H o t air rises and it «reulda*t warm the room if the
radiators were at the top of the selling*
b* The ventilators should be sway from th# window# to
avoid dust and dirt*
o# The air would be fresher In the second room*
d* In the last one the heat eeuld cireitlat© around the
room#
e* The cold air would come In at the bottom and not get
heated in the first room because cold Ar 1 # heavier
than warm*
f * lit the second room the cold sir would come in, get
heated, rise and circulate and cool off and come down
and gm out of the ventilator*
g* The cold air would come in and go out to th© top and
force the hot air down#
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Problem 1 0 * ,
" F rl'SMll hole is made in the bottom of a teet tube
end a balloon tied over this end of the tube* The mouth
of the tube le lowered in e Jar of water* What will like*
ly happen? Why?
Answers*
1*
2*

3*

b*
e*
&•

th©
The
The
and
The

The balloon will beoems partly inflated*
The water will com# up a little way In
the tube*
Ho change will take plaoe#

pressure in the Jar pushes the water Into
teat tube#
water pressure pushed the far into the balloon#
air will leave the tube and Inflate the balloon,
the water will tate© the place of the air*
vacuum in the balloon pulls the water*
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Fora A*
Hypothesi s 1*
*J^ " T ! r ,ii possible to kill mosquito larva© by suffocation*

1*

2%

3*

4*

3*

Collect soma mosquito larva© and put thorn
in a pan with grass and water la It# tour
sons oil on top of th# water and examine it
ovary few minutes for three hours# in an®-*
ther pan put some of the same kind of' moe*
quito larvae with water and grass but use no
oil# Con^ar© results#
Take an equal number of mosquito larvae of
the same kind and place one^half of them in
a Jar and oap it tightly* Fut the other
half In a jar and leave it open* Examine
every few minutes for a given length of time*
Compare results of each jar#
0 ©t some mosquito larvae end put the® in a
very, hot place* leave the other half out where
it is cool* Examine every few minutes for a
certain length of time* Becord and com*
pare, results#
Obtain mosquito larvae and place the® in a
vacuum* Observe until a change is noticed*
Compare with larvae left in the open and
record results*
Obtain some old burnt motor oil* Locate a
pond which is Infested with mosquito larvae#
Four the oil over the pond thoroughly* Ob*
serve the larvae and determine whether or
not they keep hatching* Bo this several
times* Braw your conclusions*
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Hypothesis 2 »
'
'WasTes cannot be transmitted from man to
animal#
Experlmsntai
1*

Obtain an animal and let a person with
measles stay in the same room with the animal
for several daya* Observe th# animal from
day to day to see If he gets the measles#
2# Secure some measles germs from a narson who
ir,"frTW
has it, and transmit them to a healthy animal#
Observe the animal to see if he contracts
measles*
...
3* 0ive some food which has been left by &
nrr:nTrr""ir'"'n"
measles patient to a cat or a dog# Observe
the animal to see if he contracts measles*
4# Let people who have measles play with ani®~
rnrir,
wrart,
mTinn“;
i
,
Tit
a Which have been kept alone for two mon*
the# Then put the animals hack in their
cages al.one* again* Observe for some time to
see If they have contract measles#
.
S# Let a per sea that ha® measles and an animal
,
w--™ iriT[T“'m,u«
that is healthy in every way stay together
for two weeks# the person is to fix all of
the food for the animal and also handle the
animal# Observe the animal to determine if
lie contracts measles*
“w“,Jirn”wn,"'w"’
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I m m __________________
Form A#
Hypothesis 3#
1111
ELgbS rays always travel in a straight line*

1*
2#

Watch th® sun rays*
Take a flash light Into a dark room, turn it
on mn& observe th® light rays*
3# Take a flash light into a dark room, turn it
on* Hold a hook or i o n flat object In front
of it and a few feet away* Observe and draw
your aomelnsim®*
4# Observe the m m shine on the side of a house,
look on the opposite side of the house and see
if ..the a m is shining exactly alike on both
sides# Draw your conclusions*
5* Fix a box with a light bulb in It* Close all
the cracks and holes in. th® box except on each
side, take it in. a dark room andturn of the
light inside the box* Watch the light as it
pomes out, and draw your conclusions*
6 * Obtain a light and some small object* Hold
the ob jset 1m front of the light* observe te
see if the object easts a shadow on the wall*
Brew your conclusions*
7* 0#b In a dark room and shut the door, have
someone turn on a light at the key hole*
Observe the light rays as they eon® in* Draw
your conclusions#
S* Obtain a .flash light and at night shine it in
a room where there is somm dust astir or smoke
and observe If light rays shine in straight
lines* Wrmm your' conclusions*
§* Take m glass prlmm and- hold it in the sun light
©omimg through a window and observe th® way t
th# light rays go through it*
10# Place a lighted candle on a table# Put a hole
in the ©enter of three cards * pi see them so
the holes ere in m straight lime with the can**
die* Look through them* Then move the middle
®ard a little to one side and observe the
effect* praw your conclusions*
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Form A*

Hypothesis 4 *.
Aabsslee is a good insulating material.

1*

E*

$*

4*

5.

6.

Co^er an outside eater pipe in winter with
asbestos* select another similar water
pipe in the same location and of the same
material and do not cover It* ©hearye
when it freezes and compare results,
Obtain some asbestos, and two quart cans*
^rap one in asbestos and leave the other
can unwrapped. Put the m m m amount of
boiling water Ii|.,.ea«lu Flees a thermo
meter in each wan* Take the reading from
each every fifteen minutes for three hours*
Compare results*
Build two houses identical alike in every
respect except that one is insulated with
asbestos and the other with any ordinary
material* Accord the temperature in both
houses at regular intervals during the
summer and winter* Compare results obtained
and draw your conclusions*
Insulate the top of a house with asbestos,
in another similar house do not insulate the
top. ©feserwe- and compare the results of
the tops of the houses after a snow storm*
Draw your conclusions.
Obtain some asbestos and put some around
hot objects and some around cold objects.
Dotarmine if it heaps the heat in the hot
objects and the cold in the cold objects
with a thermometer. Take results and com*
pare *
Wrap asbestos around an electrified wire*
fake a guinea pig and have it touch the
wire*
If it does not shock it asbestos is
a good insulating material, if it does it
is not a good insulating material, Follow
instructions, observe and draw your ©on**
elusions*
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A® object weighii less in salt water than m

fresh

water*

1.

, .. 9.

*

5.

Suspend a rod fro® a seals into a jar of
salt water. Suspend a rod of the earn
weight and similar to the other fro® a
seals into., a Jar of fresh water. Heoord
results and semper#.
Obtain two glass .Jars# fill one with salt
water and the other with fresh water* Ob**
tain two pieces of wood s m e l l y allice and
which weigh the sans. „ Suspend each fro®
scales and submerge one in fresh water and
one in salt waters Beeord results and
compare..
Take two pieces of wood that weigh the earns*
suspend sash-fro® spring scales, tower one
into fresh water and the other into an
equal amount of salt water.
^ake readings
and compare. Bepeat the experiment with
other articles such as copper# tin# iron#
ste. Draw your conclusions*

Air occupies space and has weight.

1.

FI ace a test tube upside down in a pan. of
water. ...Observe. Punch a hole in the top of
the .tube. Observe. obtain a jar and close
it up# weigh it# pump all of the air fro® it#
and then weigh it again. Compare results.
8 . Pump up an inner tube# if the tube gets lar
ger it shows that air occupies space. Weigh
it before and after. Beeord results-and
compare.
S, Get a container that has only one hole in it.
Fut a suction pump at the hole and pump. If
there is air in it it will come out# If there
is no air in it the object will cave in.
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H j m l M f f l a 2 *>
Pressure varies aa on# goes through the^ luray
Cavern**

1.

with a barometer ©beerv# th# atmospheric
pressure at th# entrance to th#. uray Cay*
a m # , _?he® go into th# Caverns^and taka
readings at different places* Beeord and
compare. result**.

2*

Lot a person go a little distance in the.
I.uray Caverns and eea what the pressure Is
'then let him go farther and sea whether or
not the pressure varies*
Secure s barometer and find.a tunnel near
by* Bead the barometer at the entrance to
the tunnel# then go into the tunnel and
take readings as you descend the tunnel*
Beeord results and compare*
Take an air f illed balloon through the
Caverns* Mote the else at intervale and
draw yoiwr^onolueions..

3.

4.
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jmtrr 4* to* a w it toatoC ra#a* ;, if*## a par##** iM i
to to# Ctoar *to $m I to#* .w*r»to #f to* r#o»t
%$m® Umm %%m §*%## an a 'Itotor to*% mtmm%
rm&hm .to# miltm ana tm% to* aiffarana#^
In to# aaitoi* #£ to# to#*
^ ^mmo &* s###r* a fir# to#% #t#l #*i to an fir## a#
ini# * is##** m Mi «to#rv* to# wajr to* ####§*
ji#### s m * y#*r ##i**iw»to«ft**
^irin.rrrrT-n §■# .
m i m m M air in a # 1 m * » to# to# #*##
amount *f to# air #to aolor ii *
I# to
%to Jar wito to# ##14 air* . M#i#
toi

.-

.

4r## ^#i#r

'

m m

§$«

rnrm ju
» w-im&mm im m p m m Is%
%®$ ®i
m rmmm# %$*# m i $ trmmh air mm%mrm %hm m m m m% %&• %®wmr
wHil# %Um mmwm f #n& air Immwmrn %hm r m m %hrw®g&
%$m m p m r o?m4at%

1*
8.

S.
4*

8.

Tait* a winstar* window and dpit* *****
it And i m how it oiroalat**.
Put a thermoaotor At tb* bottoa and top of
window After it boo boon op*n*d. . I M
A r**din® of both «t th* same tin* waif «*«*»
pare, tho raaulta,
Fill a reoa with osoKe, than put Ite window*
up at tit* bottom and down at th* top* setia#
th* aaofe*. araw pour eoaalasiona*
Put th* window ap froa ilu bottaa and down
frsa tha top. , ight a eandl* *ad put it at
th* opening at tit* bottaa: of th* window# «at
pot ie* th* way th* flaw* blow*# then mil it
at th* top of th* window and *•• ohloh wap
it blows. .. basrv*. . So this aawsral tin**.
Sraw your oonoluaion*.
rill a balloon with awid fresh air and lay
it at a window* blew on it it will «e out
of th* window whieh you plowed it in. ’itum
fill a balloon with warn air and it will rlaa
and go out of th* upper window* s m w year
oonelualona*

Fag©
Ham

.

For© a *
Hya 0 ,tfye©l© IQ*
Light rays are boat on pass lag through glass*

1#

0 # .lata a roo© ana so© if th# light rays
are bent which come Into the room*
8
take a glaea p r i m ana hold it in the a m
so that th© raps hit i t O b s e r v e re suite
and draw your conclusions*
, , ,L
; . &* o#© colored ray© refleet the© through glass*
Hot© result*
4* Take a glass of water* put a pencil in it*
Look at It straight down* and also at the
'eld©*: Draw conclusion®*
.
i* ,0 # into’ a dark room in which there is only
'"one opening* _Pab a glass over one«*half of
the opening and leave the other half open*
Hotlee the difference in light rays in the
\ m oasee. Draw your conclusions*
.

*

wmswyyt & u
oxygen is neoesa&ry to start a fire*

lace a snail amount of fuel in an air tight
“bobble* Strike a match and try to light the
fuel* ^cfcserv# and draw your conclusion#*
Light a candle .and place it in a jar eaptied
of air* in another jar in which there is
air place another lighted candle*., cbeervs
both candle© and compare* draw your sen*
elusions*
Take a small container with gasoline in it*
Light the gas then put it In a larger con
tainer where there is m oxygen* ^ Latch to
see if it keep© burning or if it soon stops*
.Obtain a test tube of carbon dioxide* and
"test tubes of oxygen * _ Light a coal and put
it in the bottles of oxygen and then in the
bottles of carbon dioxide* observe and record
results and compare*
Get a rabbit and put It in a room without any
oxygen in it* then tell it to try to start
a fire* vat eh it through a window* Beeord
what happens*

■mg® sc#

?ag0 §?*
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Pag© do*
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Pag© 62*

Pag© 63#

Worm A

ftyp* t
ffyp# 8

iiyp# i

Hyp* 10

Hyp. 8

Hyp# 0

Hyp* t

a

Key for Scoring Test on
Hypothesis

i

1

^

i

t

0

i

a

2

B

1

b

_ 1

1

2

a

3
■i,n ^
2

2

JL.
or

s
..

i

0.

4
B

5

4
1

B
B

0

4

5
&yp« a

1

i
i

2
a

6

la

b

Count each correct
*«M = 1
Score is",sum of correct
items.

Hyp* *?

i

Score 11

.

a
B

3

4

S

!*•«• *4.

final *

B

^CXBHCS TEST
Part I .Appltortloa of rrltwlplaa.
t-nri 11

Kxj»rluM»ta to > » w

or oiaprowa oo^Hyprtrtrtn

>f«a*
9mtot

s»y * sp, eiri
Ago loot birthday
ao# of olty (or ooantyj
l**at* of aobool
m m

.,..... -.

•mm

of t*aob*r

;.*n©h of tlwo rotjnguroii to ton* t » a i a * n « n

art"**'

HW|l«TnH»

^mmmmm*

&&4L

^trtiaawrtrtU'
W iwawffl"1

aonorol Blrootionoi . Boad th* dlrootlona oorafully and.
grooood rt »»o* to anawar th# qaoaiian*. , £& art «u*#a
rt th* anawara, tblnfc Mi* situation through art oo oaro-

ful la aalaotloa jrouf w»»*r •

Fag* Sft.

for*i is.
■i-art 1.

Agfiioatioa of Prinalgl**.

•iraotlQooi

In eaeh ofth* following »x«rol«H o pro**

uioa la .glvon*

a*lo» oaoh prahloa Mr* t*o H o t * of

•tatoaMMto* ._'?ho first H o t oontalna otatonanto whleh
can oo wood to aaaaag tho orate!**. *loo* a oh*ok algo
(.</) on th* i m * Ml front of Mi* *t*l*a*nt .of •tatte

nants wteiah anannr Who. protelsai*
Th* a*«ond list oantaln* stetowanto whisk e«ua 0*
oaod to oxploln th* oorroot aaa«*t* ,jm th* lln* in
front of th* ch*«k cue* H

p!*o* th* loitor la front of

f»t*m

t o i t t rtfea T f i V A *

&M*'

ilpt onrroot

m i m u u 1.

# a t! »

.seao of th* .•t*ioa**vta or* trno hot

do not oxplaln th* right *naw*r*i dft Qftft.pa* than.
£ O f 3f t

& & £ # #

tM" rtf&fi #1*
*m mm

tWPwPIPP-

W #

o j a li’

'rtWFdr

ftfi#

SrSSWWSIS

& B S S & F

xo.rt.di

^PtRWBp

W

i l l

oR “ '1IffW ™ T I P W »

% m

»

wait-ar tehS
PVdPBLJf

t t l # m

la
& I 11F

1 ft m&mm
AJtmlk,,
Tflf^P.ftP ft* ft^ftlrftp Ip

p w i ’ll I p P B ^ - W F l v I g p r f t j f t

ffgohiosM, John. oho **o vaeoinattd t*n yonr* ago* •a*
expiioloo oanllpoK* ahai nay happon* and

n*«*rf

1,
is*
9*

John nay ha** th* amllpox.
John nay not h**o Mia *oallpox*
John Mjr fit* aaallpox to ail oh* m m
oontaet with hia*

in

a * J © S S is imtato to smilfsn totoM# #£ Um> vaeaiitfttloa**
#*
#*
in

ti#to toa&rMto
**»&?*
v#to*s tomatof' to s m l l f * * mm$ h m m t o m #ff *
0 M & to mrjr hsa&tiijFt %tor*f#rs -to wiXi a*t ««m**
ir«#i maIIsnm*#

mgs M *
Mwm

,..

..

.. .. n . ..

twmj**

to t t o a to m exarwisw* to e
profclea a rt

which answer to e

they t a l i what w ill XIfcely happen,

statamantr S. giwee a reason why answer nuatoerJL w ill
lik e ly happen* t o l l s stattemant.jt g iv e s a reason fa r the
second answer*

Stoto»sntoJ& ojr A »ay to ©errant to t

they to net give a reason fa r .»!t to r o f the correct
answers; hence* they are not. used.
this way.

Da each e x e r c ise in

Pago
M m m

6f«

.....

For® B.
Problem I,,,,
" Sewage* which time not been disinfected* is taken
from a typhoid ream# thrown out on the ground end left
tks&eewsred* fhat is likely to happen* end why?
..4IMMKM*
:u 1 %

...
.

^h* typhoid toror g e m s will he spread end
start am epidemic,
S. It may become disinfected.
1 , ah epidemic of scarlet fewer ie likely to
■oooor*
. ... 4, a typhoid fewer epidemic will not break
oot.*

.b m m m b m u
a* The germs. will get to the sewage«
b. The sewage was not disinfected and the germs would
not be killed,
e* /Typhoid fewer way be spread by flies getting the
"germs on their feet and then m i k i n g on feed*
d. Typhoid fewer is a very dangerous disease,
e. There may be a poor water supply near the spot and
'the sewage may get into it,
f . ^ate.r or sewage may.carry the germs to the riser*
g« "Typhoid fewer germs are carried through intestinal
'dlMharge*
h. The files may get to it.

Page 60*
Name

Form.
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S r P M M A tiu
An expertmentor found the©* conditions existing
in two school©* On# school kept th* temperature at TO
degree Fahrenheit and made no attempt to regulate the
relative humidity of the room# the other school kept
a constant temperature of HE ..degrees Fahrenheit amd pro*
elded a relative humidity of S©,< constantly ♦ How would
the comfort of these hulldings emparef Why?
,

X.
g#
$*
4*

The letter school building would he the
most comfortable*
the one with TO degrees Fahrenheit would
he heated correctly*
the air in the first building would he dry*
the pupils in the first school would get
sleepy*

Beesons*
•It^aSr should hare S0 $ of the humidity in it that it
is possible for the air to hold at that certain
temperature#
b* Meat without mo i©two is stuffy#
c* Oorreot temperature and correct moisture content
arc eery comfortable#
d. TO degrees fahrenheit is too hot for comfort*
*» The air absorbs the moisture in a persons throat#
f * In the first room there will- not be enough mois
ture for the temperature*
g« A relative amount of humidity is needed for health
and oomfort#
h* The pupils in the first school did not get enough
fresh air*

Page if*
Ham* ..
For®

..^ ,

&*

s m u m &.
I have a keg of vinegar which 1 wish to empty.
X place the keg on top of a table, remove the plug In
the eld*, of the keg, and insert a four foot piece of
rubber hoe* through the hole. The end of the hose out
of the keg I* held lower than the top of the table.
1 draw on the end of the tube with ay mouth. What
will happen? Why?

..
'
■
,

,
..
, 1 . the vinegar will ©on* out of the keg.
;E. If It had an outlet at the top it would
o©me out.
.. S. tithing will m m out of the keg.

Baaaone*
a . '•then, th* air la d r a w out of the bub* the air
reeware will push the vinegar into the space where
he air was and then the vinegar will he drawn out
of the tub© by gravity, -and. more vinegar will take
its place until all of the vinegar i* oat of the
keg.
b* When you draw on the end it create*, a snot ion and
the vinegar will continue to flow out.
a. The vinegar In the tube i* heavy enough to pull
the other vinegar out.
4. Water pressure is greater than air pressure.
#,* Am the vinegar tried to com* out It would leave
a vacuum which would auck the vinegar back into
th# keg*
f. Drawing on the tube orsated a vacuum which th#
vinegar tried to fill.
g-» There is no air In it so the vinegar ***** out.

f

Mam*
Form B*
Problem 4#
A Walloon was fills# with warm air an# sent up.
What ## you think happens# to it? Why?
SMawgiu
1*

t*
g*

It went up a certain distance but when the
air *wel*m it, fell 1 # the ground,
it would buret*
It roe# rapidly*

Rcaaona.
a*
fcu
a.

d*
e,
t*
g»
h*

m i moisture to the balloon would make it contrast*
Warm air expands am# would cause it to burst,
Warm air Is lighter than col# air so the- balloon
would rise until the air cools# Itenough to 1 st
the weight of the baleen basket pull it to the
earth.,
warm air rises*
Warm air has less density than cool air am# it would
float the balloon until the air Mole#*
The air got so light on the outside that the pressure
on the inside expanded*
Mot air oontraets an# the eel# air would push the
balloon to until it burst*
Warm air is *******

Fag# fl*
Nam#
Form 3*
M U M

Two room# identical In ©vary respect are arranged.
®n© is lighted by indirect lighting# th* other by
direct lighting. What will be the difference in the
lighting effect of the two room#? Why?
emauau
.. .

1*

...... , 0*
..
n..,rr $»
,
......

....,■,..r.4*

the house with the direct lighting will
he lighter*
The indirect lighting in the room will be
soft an# diffused.
The room with Indirect lighting will he
heat far the eye#*
O n will he poor*

Reaaofta.
a* The indirect light will he reflected or diffused
from, the wall, or celling making it soft*
i\* The light would he reflected and glaring if indi
rect lighting were need and it would be dark also,
c* The light does not shine directly down in indirect
lighting*
d* Direct lighting hart# the eyes*
a* In indirect lighting the-light is evenly distri
buted all ©war the room*
f • The room lighted by direct lighting will be real
light in the place where the light la# but will cast
a chowder in the other part of the room*,
g. The direct light comes straight down, on yon*
h* The indirect lighting throws sunlight all through
the room tod. bacteria do not live in the light*

Pagft
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Form B*
beys are sitting Im a room that to directly
lighted* Ctem of the boy# is reading dir«©lXy umder % m
light* while the other boy is rooming with the light
eomimg ever bio loft oho older from behind him.* tbieb
oil l rood with th# greatest easef Whyt
mmsm*.

1* the hoy:reading directly under th# light.

:.: i*
$*

b«
0*

&*
#»

_ it fro® dire oily above would refleet im the
boy*# eyes* while light from behind mould refleet
away from the hoy*
The boy mill not have to #qi*ini up to read a# if
the light mould shin* down on. him*
The glare mill mot hurt hi# «y#«.
There would
be mo shadow onhi# boom and
th#light
would met shine right dome on the booh.
The light hits the booh and refitet# from the
eraon.
he light hits the booh and reflaot# im his i m m *
It will not oast a shadow over hi# booh.
Th# rays of
the first lightwill reflect into the
bay*# eyes*

f
g.
Um

the boy with the light coming over hi#
loft shoulder.
toe will reed with a# mu&h ease a# the
other*

Pag* ft.
Nam©
Worm B*

jEM&lMM 3U»
two house# art built eitaotly a i m * ana all condi~
lion# in th* two ara th* same# except an* I* heated by
a hot water heating eyei*®* while the ether 1 * heated
with a pipeXeee furnace. What will probably he the
difference in th* heating of th* two houses? Why?
.. . ......... 1 *
.. t*
3#
4*

the on* with th* hot water heating ays*#®
will he wore oeafortableu
fhe pipelose furaaee aystem will b# more
ooiaforiabl**
fh* heme* with a pipeless fur®*©* will he
ventilated better*
the hot water eystm will he gleaner and
m r m sanitary.

Massons.
a. tl* hoipt water heating syst#® would ©apply suffi~
*!«*% humidity la the hone* through the pipe®,
b. the hot water would evaporate the'- little humidity
in th* air.
©. fh* water might run out of th*: hot water heft teg
system and a pipe might break or it may explode,
d. Mash room ha* a radiator in It and will heat evenly
with th# hot.water system# while there i* only on#
register in the pipeleee furnace*
#* fh* horns# with th* pip*!#** furnace will hare a
large supply of humidity*
f. fh# hot air rises ail through the house and will
circulate.
g» fh* water in th# radiator could not evaporate thr
ough th# radiator very well while hot air is rural*
shad with moisture when it leaves the furnace.

Fag# 74*
lame

,

For® B*
Problem ft#
ww*,— T^aoteriologi©t tests water from a river# and then
tests it again after it has been through the city
purification plant* How will these two test# probably
comp are and why?
^

^

1*

,

ft*

^

3#

fh© water was likely to fee imp ore on the
first test and pure with the second test#
the water- will fee cleaner after going
through the-, purification plant*
Might fee different in their taste*

Beacons,*
a* W B S purIficat 1 on plant filtered and chlorinated the
water which purified it*
fe«' Furlflection kills the germs*
c* There is much garbage and sewage in river water*

p*e« *?■

JFw PBSt

13*t i

i^oblom f»
,-"w*rmhrtriJ,n,''''"tW # ..I Ihi* thrft* lor## p&a&m tm hi m
im Whioh
mMqulhoo# tar*®## I# put a tftMlNMr of i ^ i m m tm- of*.#f
ho pcmre oil ow#r th# s w f a e ® of th# «%i@t im #ti#ih*rt
whit# h# 0 ©#* nothing to th# I M r # ©no* #h#% will h*
a»##fe llle#l# to temppm im M o h w a t t tfhpt

f#

$h*r# w ill, h# mo «k# » brooding im th# f i r s t

$«

ft*### w l i l bm mm m m m h r # # # t o it** B m m M

5#

fit**# w ill b* mo mor# brooding im th# th ird

.............. 4 m ftioF# w ill b# mm*® broo&ifig isi 'th# th ird $-«MU
iirrrr.nl‘»f.inint ^
OIS* With th# Jitl#!##* 1# it #111 hr*##
nr-r«»**«,

*##Hg«tt###*

t*

fb * mimammrn w ill dto#

MSSJSS 1 &

SS' ftS» M m v i w ill # * i th# i#*#gtiit#M «#»# th® tor###*
h# fhor© tm nothing to #top thorn from brooding*
o* O il w ill hoop th# ##«$**£to ©fg# fro® hfttohlfxg*
4 m Himoo## eomiot ©top an-itfsniio*# from hotoMng*
## Oil lt#*$># «**#$#&£### from loping #§go*
im oil #«##*# th# ##%•# *o thot th# onoonit* iftfm#

oom ot hrooth#

i*

h*

fh# oil will shut off th# «ir tnpp&p
will at#*

th©

wonia M i l th# ®$fxm®rn&m

th# pop##
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Form B*
problem 1 0 *
"Tfear paper into pieces about half th©' aim© of a
dime and pi a©# them on the table* For©a th© air tr&m m
medicine drop par* bp pro 8 slag on th# bulb* fhen pis©#
th# open end -of th© dropper ©a some of th# paper* «b the
same time releasing the pressure on th# bulb* What will
happenf Whyf
Answera*
1*

fh# paper will stick to th# end of th#

B*

fh# paper will be drawn into: the end of the
medicine dropper*
fh© paper will fly away from' the end: ofthe dropper*

M d ic i n # dropper*
3*

Reasons,
a* ^SHT*pressure of th# air -trying to com# into, the
bulb hold# the paper in plaoe*
bi fh# dropper creates a suction*
©* fh# bulb amoks the air back up into it car r y i n g •the
paper along at the sam# time*
d* fh# air pressure is greater on the outside of th#
dropper* than It is oil the inside and the air rushes
to get fn*
#* fhe air Is smoking the paper into th# dropper*
f* When th# air is forced out it leaves a vacuum which
sucks the paper and holds it*
g* fh# paper takes the pla## of th# air coming back in
th# bulb*

Pag© 77*
Mam©
Form B*
Problem 1 1 *
" r,,;il lF'V<?u should enter
th© hall in th© diagram
and follow the arrows you
would enter thr room marked
A* fh© wells in th© rooms
A and B are hi ©ok* Where
are no windows in either roam
hub th©,-,halls are lighted* How
-light would you ©gpeet the
room A to hot Whyf
Answers*

(■

There would he
almost no light
at all in room Am
Boom A would ho
absolutely dark*
Hensons*

b,
a*
<3*
©•
f•

g*

W i o k absorbs light and will not ref loot It*
Light tr a v e ls in m straight lino*
Ho light can get to It*
fh© light could not enter from th© hall or room B#
fh© walls In room B would not reflect any light
into room A*
fh© little light that would oome from th© hall
would bound© book off o f room B* and not reaeh
room A at all*
Light waves cannot turn o o m e r s *
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Prob* 1
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Form B

Prob* ©
prob* 3

Prob* 10
Prob* 4

Ana*

Prob* 6 '

Prob* 6

Prob* 7

Prob* XX

Pi*Ob*. 8

Prob. 2
Pjt£jL®i£ 1

Ana*
A
it A . .
%
4 Ana*....

2

' 3

An©*

4

&*b»©
Aa®*
b*S*f.*£

1

2
®*S___ »
4

X
2
5

6

Ana*
Ans*

AXIS*

2
X
X
3 M 4 i « 8 a*raCT*
?*£**> *2
3
4

3

4

1

&*b *#.,.,.. X £ i M 2

2

i

3

2

3

3 3l

4
3

Boor©
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Count X for #aob
©orrect am & m r aiift
X for each correct
reason*

Stop© 1®

Ana*

Ana*

Key for scoring
feat on Applica**
tion of Principles

of

o orroot an**©##- :«od

reasons*

^a Sa Sa JE *
Ana*

4
2
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Form 8 «
Fart XI*

Experiments to prov# or disprove an Bypfetheel©*

Directions;

In each or th© following exerels@at an by*

potheels is stated*

Following each hypothesis are a

nuntber of ©xpertj&ents which an© suggested to prow© th©
hypothesis*

Bead carefully each hypothesis and th© list

of experiitiefit#*

Put a { B ) in front of th© experiment

which you consider best p r o w s th© hypothesis* and a
( F ) in front of th© on© which least proves th©
hypothesis*

Pasteurized milk will not sour as quickly
as raw milk*

?

B

1* Obtain somm raw milk and some pasteurized
milk* Boil them* Place them in a cellar
and observe* Draw your conclusion®*
f 8 * Obtain one pint of raw milk and two pints
of pasteurized milk* Place them in a cool
place and ob serve * Draw your conclusions*
3* Obtain several pints of raw milk and th©
same nus£>er of pints of pasteurised milk of
th© same age* Place a pint of raw milk and
© pint of pasteurised milk side by side in
various places* Observe and examine oar©-*
fully every fifteen minutes until a change
Is noticed in the sessplee* Record results
and compare*

fag# 79*

Form B*
Is @ good agent for transmitting
disease germs#

1*

Oat a slok persen to touoh your door knob

and then go away# Bob a healthy parson us#
th# knob and see if h# contracts th# dts<*
ease* Brew yettr eenelueiens*
8*' Book at a door knob* that has just been

$*

so aided* under th# microscope* then study
a door -knob that has been used* under th#
mlor#soop#* Kecord results and compare#
0 t«rili«# o n # door knob with boiling water
and touch a plat# of agar to it#. Bet soa*
on# with © disease touoh another door knob
that has been sterilised and touch a plat#'
of agar to it* Take another plate of agar
that has not been opened -and ## t the three
plate# away for several days* Bx&mtn# every
few hours* Compare results* Bo this
per irnent several times#

rag# 80*
Hams
Form B*
Hypothesis 2 m
'
fewer diseas# germs at high. altitude*
than at sea level*
Experimentet
1*

:,;
"ri)r"r;"'nT™llirr,rr

.. 2 «
-'.-i-nmi^w-rrir

. 3*

4*

.... 5*

lo td t high altitude and open several
plates of agar and eelleat bacteria on
them* Co to sea level and open the same num*
ber of plates of ©gar* Save one plate of
agar and do not open it* Put them all in
the same place for twenty-four hours and
study under a ratcross©pa* Compare results*
fake colonies of bacteria to a high albitude
watch them carefully* 1*ak© other
colonies of the same kind at sea level and
watch them* Have tho same conditions for
each with the exception of th# altitudes*
after several days -examine each set ©f col
onies and find out how many have died*
Obtain results and coiapare*
Obtain a micro sc ope and go up 1a the at**
«©sphere* and then examine the atmosphere
for bacteria under the microscope* Comp©re
results*‘
fake two people* put one to live up in the
atmosphere# and the other at sea level* for
the same length of time* Examine each to
see which is th# healthier*
Obtain a board from sea level and examine
it for bacteria# then obtain on© from a high
altitude and examine'it for bacteria*
Compare results*

Fag#

•

Bam©
Form B*
Bypath##1#
&
»ijji^tfWlirwffhmg^ia«wia^niwj
H
»
ji

absorbs light, while a light wall

reflects li#*t*

1*
B*

Light m room with dark colored walls* and
with light colored wails with th# sain# watt
bulb* Observe and o o a p w # results*
Secure a dark roe®.# Use a lighted cardie*
place a piece of dark p#$er two foot back
of th# candle and observe th# amount of
light refloated# than us® a piece of whit#

3#

paper sad do th© same#
Ooispar© th# amount
of light reflected, by th# two* Draw your
conclusions*
Bow# two rooms which are alike in every res**
peeb e m e p b that o m 1# light colored’ and
th# other a dark color* Light them with th#
set®# amount o f light# Observe which is" the

4*

lighter* - Draw your conclusions*
S h i n ® m light on a black cloth and it will
act hurt your eyes* shine th# light on a
light colored one and note the effect on
th# eyes# •'Observe exsd ooagmr# results*

Pag# 88#
Ham#
F@ts B*
i|jpothe©|.-S 4*
jjjr ie lighter than cold sir*

1*

Heat a room with any hasting system* .
Place a t h m r m m m t m r at th® bottom of the
r oom end on® at th# top directly o w r
th# other on#* fak# th# reading© from
both of th® th«naoia#t#r# a w r y fifteen
minutes for three hours* Record result®

end compare*
S*

S*

4*
6*

fake two balloons of equal else* fill on®
with hot
air end the other with an equal
amount of cold air* Weigh both balloon®
accurately* Record weights and ooapars*
fake two balloon® of equal sis® one' 'with
hot air and on# with o o M air*
Weigh each*
Record result® and oeg$*r#«
fake two balloon® of equal sis# cm®, with
hot ®lr and the other with cold air* Sot®
result® end compare*
Fill sdjwral balloons of th# same sis® with
hot sir t'-fill the same-' number and th® same
sised balloons with cold 'dr« weigh and
then turn them loose* Sot® result® and

compare*
6*

put a pan of hot water in a room and pan
of sold water in the same room* Bold your
hand ewer the pans -and compare th®

difference*

Pag*
iaas©

Form B*
Hypothesis 6 *
aSV occupies more space than cold air*

1*

2*

5#
4*
B*

Seeor© two balloons of equal sis© fill eaoh
with an equal amount of air# the only
dlffereitaa holng that one is filled-.; at th
hot air and the other with cold air# Measure
eaoh bsXX’
oon carefully and note any differ**
enoe in the else* ’
$sk© a balloon end plane It over the mouth
of a bottle and not© the alt©# Flee© a
f l e m under the- bottle and observe.#' s...Do- this
several times* Oompar© results and draw
your o<molu©ions#
Fill several balloons with cold:dir .then heat
them and. observe any changes*
Place an equal amount of hot air and cold
air In a room and see which takes, up the most
•pa©**
Fill a bottle with ©old air* ©over the. top
with a piece of rubber and seal it to.the
bottle* Heat, the 'bottle* Observe and draw
your eoMluelona*

Fag* 84*
Bam©
Form B*
Hypo the** m
©©sure in water increase© as the depth
iiacres®©® *

1*

2*

5.

4*

5*

Suspend a pressure gauge 200 fast In. the
water# suspend another SOO fast in th* water
side b$r sid©# fake th© readings at saw*
oral different depths# ftaoord result* and
compare*
Obtain a small canvass bag# inflat© it with
utr# lower It into the water* Observe what
happens, as it goes further into the water#'
secure a rubber ball and submerge it © little .
way into th© water# let it go and notice
how fast it ©dates to th© top* fh* second
time submerge it farther into th© water# let
it go and notice how fast It come© up to th*
top* Ccaspar© the effort required to force
it down to the two different depth© and draw
your conclusion©*
0 ©t t#e closed tin ecus exactly alike# lower .
.
one 200 feet in the water and the other 400
feet in the water# pull them up and examine
them* If the last one Is bent in more than
the first it prove© that water p rocure
increase® with depth*
Let a diver go down e little way In th©
water and carry a barometer and record the
pressure at several depth®* fteoord the
reading® and compare*

Fag© as*
Ifam©
Form B*
Hypothesis ?
n i
'r’P r i©a^'^X‘aval a in a straight lino,

1*

Hold your hand in various directions from the
radiator* Feel the heat coming on your hand*
Bold a hoard he tween year hand and the radiator* Sot© the difference in the amount of
heat fait* Compare and draw your ©onolusions*
f# Place an electric fan behind a ©tow©.in toich
there la a fire* f m on the fan* Put your
hand ©hoot four feet from the fan and see if
there i© any heat felt* then out the fan and
hold your hand at the ©an* place* Compare ,
s the amount of heat felt in to© two oases and
draw your conclusions*
5« ower a lighted candle hold your hand and feel
the heat fro® it* then place a piece of pa
per between the flam© and hand and see the
difference* Compare result© and draw your
conclusions,
4* Obtain two thermometer© and a booh* Sold
„ each thermometer three feet from’ a store* in
between th©_ ©tow© and one thermometer place
the booh* >iac© nothing between the other
one and the stove* Second readings on both
thermometers and compare results*
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Page 88* Key for Scoring Test
on Hypothesis
Form B

Score

11

Hyp* 10
Hyp* 4

Hyp* 2
Hyp* 1

Hyp* 5

Hyp* 5

B

Hyp* 7
Hyp* 6

B

2

1

B

1

B

5

1
B

2
2
3

4

S

3

1

2
3

B

.""■■■111iriirl

2

2

2

$
3

4

4
4

3
B

Count each correct
item equal to 1#
Score Is th© sum of
correct Items*

. .

1

Hyp* 11

Hyp* 8

Hyp* 9
B

6

4

1
6

B

2

5
3

4

8

4
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Measles may be spread by food*
Some people h a w a strong enough body resistance to
keep them from contracting measles*

Problem 5+
epj,<3 0 ^ 0 0f typhoid fever occurred in three
small towns* An Investigation was made and it was
found that the water was contaminated* The water was
ran through bed© of sand and chlorinated and again tested*
It was found that it was not contaminated* M© more oa~
ses
of typhoid fever occurred*
general1 gallons*
1*
2*
5*
4*
5.

The water was the cams# of the epidemic*
Th® process of running thewater through sand
and chlorinating it removed the contamination*
Typhoid bacteria are carried in water*
Typhoid fever Is transmitted by water*
Water can b© freed, of typhoid fever germs#

Problem4*
"" ,rn,ia'ry was exposed to diphtheria- but did not ©ontract It, though she had not had it, nor had she taken
taxin-sntltoxlzu June had diphtheria when four years
old, at the age of IS she was exposed to it again but
did not contract it* John was given toxin-antitoxin at
the age of four, at the age of twelve he was exposed to
diphtheria but did not contract it#
Oenermljgot1 ona*
1,
2*
3#
4#
b*

All thro# persons were Immune to the disease*
Mary had natural immunity to diphtheria, Jane
was immune from having had the disease, ..John*© was
immunity from having had toxins anti toxin*.
Ton can have diphtheria only once*
diphtheria is not a conmimicable disease*
Mary took very good car# of herself, Jan# had It
but she could not catch it again, John had toxin*
antitoxin which ixmmaned M m *

Problem_g*
rXTumination Is more difficult in ® room in
which the walls, curtains, rugs and furniture are dark
than in the same room if th# rugs, curtains and fttr*
niture are light*

Fag# 22*

Oenerallget1on# »
1*

2*
3*
4#
5*

1*1ght colors refloat light while dark color©

absorb light*
Dark colors soak up a lot of light and th#
light color£ are better for well paper,, ©to*
Some rooms are hard to illunlnate*
Th© light furniture and other things reflect
heat more*
The dark dissolved the light*

Problem 6 *
"rA1’
"’Study was made of patient© suffering from anemia*
They received the same treatment with the exception
that one-helf of them stayed in the house while th©
other half were exposed to the sunlight practically all
day* The rate of improvement of the second group was
more rapid than that of the first group*
Oeneralisatl ons*
1*
2*
3*
4*
5*

Sunshine is part cur© for anemia*
Sunshine kill© bacteria*
sun and; exercise help kill anemia germ©*
Th© sun will give you strength and also help.
your blood*
.
sunshine Is beneficial to those suffering with
anemia*

Froblem 7*
X~rWub© of Iron on© foot on a side was suspended
’from a spring seal© and its weight recorded* It was
then immersed in water* It weighed less In the water
than in air* When it was released from the scales
and placed in water It sank to the bottom* A wooden
block the same sis© was tried in the same way and it was
found that it also weighed more In air than when
Immersed in water, but when it was placed in water It
floated*
dener al I&gtfc1 on m *
1*
2*
3#
4*
5*

The wood displaced water equal to its weight and
the iron cub© did not#
A body weighs more In air than It docs In water#
The buoyancy of th© Iron was greater than th©
water*
The water pressure helped hold up the iron*
Th© wood has more air In it because of larger
spaces between the molecules.

Fag© 23#
Problem 8*

M,fwd balloons of equal sis© war® inflated with
the same amount of hydrogen gas* On® was kept on th©
ground and nothing happened to it* When the second
on© was allowed, to ascend Into th© air. It burst#
flsaerallnations*
1*

fh© air pressure grows thinner as the height
increases*
8 # The pressure on the inside of the balloon was
greater than on the outside, this caused the
balloon to expand until It burst*
■3* Hydrogen Is not good to put in balloons*
4* There was less pressure cm th# ground and it did
not burst, but the one In the air had so much
pressure on it that It buret*
5* The air pressure is greater In the stratosphere
and the balloon expanded too much#
Probi© m 2 *
* THe submarine can gild© on th© surface of the
water* By allowing water to enter tanks on 'the bottom
of th© submarine It ©an go down under th© water -to s.
certain depth# When compressed eir is pumped into' th©
tanks and th© water is forced out, th© submarine -rise#
to th# surface and floats on th© water*

G e n e r a l 1 sat1 on s*

1*

When air Is forced in the submarine it rises*

2 m

The submarine is mad© lighter when going, under#

3*

whoa the amount of air per square inch is greater
in th# submarine than in the water' it floats, whan
not It ©Inks*
Without ballast© tanks th© submarine would not be
able to dive*
Th© more air contained in the submarine the more
buoyant it Is, as air is forced out and water put
in the place of it the less buoyant it becomes
and it sink®, and when the air is again forced in
It It become® buoyant and rises*

4#
5#

Frbblem 1 0 #
K n o m p t p test tub# m s inverted in a'dish of water,
very little water cam© in the test tube, h hole was
put in the bottom of another test tub© and the mouth of
a balloon was tied over that end, then th# mouth of the
tub© was inverted In the pan of water* Th© balloon be
came inflated a ©mall amount and water rose in th# tube*

Page 94*
generalisfitions*
1*
2*
3*
4*
5*

Water ha© pressure and the hole creates a suction*
The air In the balloon and test tube was lighter
than on the outside so the water went up in the
tube*
The air was keeping the water out of the first tube
in the second test tub© the air entered the balloon
Th# inflated balloon mad© th© water com© further up
In the test tube*
Th© vaouum from the balloon drew th© water up into
th© tube*

Problem 1 1 #
Tnlrrr:,T,ri”)r*i'’:'
Tsole©ted group of twenty-five people was ex
amined and found to be in excellent physical condition#
They were exposed to the following disease©! ohiokenpox, athlete1# foot, trench mouth, measles, hardening
of th© arteries, insanity, rheumatism, stm m ohtrouble*
All member© of th© group contracted at least on© of th©
first four diseases, while no on© contracted any of th©
last four#
genprali nations*
1#
0*
3*
4*
5*

Th® last four diseases are not contagious*
3 om® disease© are harder' to contract than others#
The examination for the first four was not
©nceesaful#
Th# people were Immunod to different diseasea#
By having th© first four diseases they became
Immune to the rest*

Problem 10*
MW''"hundred chicken© were vaccinated against
chicken-pox, non® of these contracted th© disease*
Another five hundred chicken© were not vaccinated
against ohicken-pox and three hundred of the flock
contracted the disease*
Generali gat1one *
1*

2*
3#
4*
5#

Ohicken© that are vaccinated against chicken-pox
will not contract the disease because they are
immune to th® disease*
Vaccination against smallpox makes a per son immune
to it*
Vscclnstion against chicken-pox will insure you
from the disease*
Vaolrmiion ©gainst chicken-pox killed the chickenpox germs#
It is a fatal disease to chickens#
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Problem ,15*
"K piece of Iron pip© weighing five pounds was
corked at each end and put on the water, it floated*
Another similar piece of iron pipe weighing th© same
was put cm the water without being corked* It sank*
Generali gatIone »
1*

2*
3*

4*
5*

A piece of pip© displacing more water than its own
weight will float*
Th® pipe with the cork in the ends floated he cause
it had a large air cell In it which mad© it
buoyant*
In th© first iron pip© th© amount of air per square
inch Inside th© pip® was greater than th® amount of
of water per square inch so the pipe floated, in
the second case it was not so*
The amount of water displaced by the second piece
of pipe was ©qua! to its own weight*
Th© water has enough buoyancy to hold the iron up*

Problem 14*
r“ 'Three balloons of the ©am© slg© were filled with
equal volumes of th© following gasesf oxygen, helium,
hydrogen# When the balloons were released the ones
containing helium and hydrogen ascended into the air,
while th© one containing oxygen remained on the table*
Generali sat1on&*
1*
2*
3#
4*
5*

Helium and hydrogen are lighter than the amount of
air they displace so th© balloon rose*
Oxygen will not cause a balloon to rise off of th©
ground*
Th© buoyancy of the helium and hydrogen were groat
enough to lift th© balloons*
The oxygen did not have buoyancy enough to lift
th© balloons*
some gases ar® lighter than others*

Problem 16*
"K person can stay at sea level continuously with
out any discomfort from atmospheric pressure# Airplane
piHtaa suffer with nose bleeding at high altitudes, and
©van high mountain climber© may suffer from noee bleed
ing due to atmospheric pressure# A diver must be low
ered, in the water a few feet at a time and when he comes
up h© has to be raised a few feet at a time because of
pressure# Even men who work In tunnels have to go to
their work through air chambers os arranged that the air
pressure in each succeeding on© Is a little higher than
the one before it*

Oan«rallg»tlcflfie»
1*
2#
3#
4#
5#

The change in air pressure mast take plao© slowly
so that the body may become aooustomed to the ©hang©
and prepare itself for the ©hang©*
Th® air pressure on your heart la greater when you
are up In the air and that make® the nose bleed#
Th© higher and deeper you go the air pro©sure is
different#
Atmospheric pressure is too great' to go Tory high
in the atmosphere#
The pressure on an aviator and a diver is the aaaaf
the pressure is so great that it Is hard to breathe
so that the blood rushes to the head#

problem 16#
""XTBalioonlat prefers to start his journey up in
th© air late in th® afternoon# Th© balloon rises a
certain distand© then floats during the night# As th©
sun begins to rise the balloon increases in sis© and
ascend® Into the air# When a aloud passes between the
sun and the balloon# th® balloon gets smaller and it
begins to start downward# When th© cloud has passed# the
the balloon begin® to rise#
Qaaeraitgatlona*
1#

When th® heat of th® sun warms the gas In the
balloon the gas expands and displaces more air
thus enabling It to rise higher*
2* He rises so high end then floats# If he left in th©
.morning he would b© too high at night#
3# A balloon rises in warm air and descends in oold
air#
4# When it is- oool -sir is light# when it is hot ©ir is
heavy*
6 # Hot air is being used, in th© balloon#
Problem 17*
fwo'boys went on a hike an extremely hot day*
Both carried the same equipment and food* When they
reached their destination they decided that they would
mak® some biscuit# One boy took two flat rooks# placed
them in the sun at an angl© facing each other* and baked
some excellent biscuit# The other boy took two broad
?ieees of wood# placed them in the sun at an angle fao«»
ng each other# but his biscuit were not cooked after
several hours*
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1#
2*
3*
4*

3#

Hooka take up heat while boards reflect it*
Boat from th© ground heated the rook®*
Wood absorb® heat, stone do®® not*
Wood: doas
not contract heat*, atone® do*
Wood, is- a
poor Conductor of h©at*

problem 18*
' T W o ^ ' B e m m n t walk® wore laid on th® ©am® aid.©- of
the street* Oh* cement walk was'laid in blocks with on©-**
fourth inch spaces b e t w e e n th© blocks* Th© other walk
wo© laid in on® straight pi®#®* ' On a hot day in Inly#
th® walk laid in on# piece bulged upward ,1m plao®®*
and cracked# fhe other walk remained in good condition*

Generalisation©*.
1#
2*
3*
4*
5*

Th# heat of th© sun caused th© cement to expand
and w h m th© straight walk expanded itcould not
©proud out so it bulged up*
th© sun will ©rack ©ament whmi hot*
Cement is a good conductor of hast * .
th® on® which was mad® in on® block 'would dry
f a star because it would be a smaller area to dry#
th® on© which was laid' in t m m pi#©# is 'th# bast sin#©
th® sun cannot get under it*

Problem 19*
^FTwI1 hundred children studied and worked in a
room for thr#« months*?in which there was Indirect
lighting* Five hundred other children studied and
worked in a similar room and under similar conditions
but with p o o r "direst lighting# Mon© of the 1009
children had ©y© trouble at th# beginning of th#
session but at th® end of the three months some of
th# children In the latter group had to have their
eyes treated and it wan found that the scholastic
average of th© group in th# room with t h e .indirect
lighting was better than that of th# other group*

Generali ssatlons*
1*
2*
3*
4*

5*

Indirect lighting Is much better for th# #y#s than
direct lighting#
Indirect lighting is a better method of lighting*
The eyes ar© not affected quickly*
Good ©yes er© essential In school*
poor indirect lighting 1 ® better on the eyes than
good direct lighting*
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Problem 2 0 *
Several rabbit® of the ©am# age# sisse# eta are
grown under exact* similar condition# with this ©as*
w p tio a i one rabbit l# grown under ultra*vlolet light#
one under green light# one under red light* one under
blue light# and on® under yellow light* At the end of
two months it was found that the rabbit grown under the
ultra-*violet light was the healthiest end weighed 10
pounds* while th® other rabbits were not in good condi
tion end weighed 8 pound# or less*
GeneraligatIona*
1*
3*
3*
4*
5»

Ultra-violet light is conductive t© good health*
The latter light do not have the power of th®
ultra-violet lights*
There la" not as much sunshine and vitamin® T> In
th® other lights as in the ultra-violet light*
Light® other than ultra-violet lights are
unhealthy*
Ultra-violet light is sunlight*

Fr#tol#m_83U.
"'"“fwS"the atr ® s were built exactly alike* On® of
these theatres i© ventilated by fans placed at th® top
of the oeiling to keep the air in motion* Th® other
theatre is ventilated by placed air passages at the
lower and upper parts of the walls* fane being used
to bring in fresh air at the lower passages and to re
move th# foul air at th® top or upper passages* Th®
latter theatre proved to W t h © most comfortable*
Generalination *
1*
2*
3*
4*
5*

Th® fan® do not take out the stale air and:, bring
in fresh air as well as the ventilating pm©sag##*
Fans do not keep a theatre ventilated#
Air conditioning is very healthy*
Foul sir rises*
The lower air is more healthy*

froblem 2g»
l l s r g f straight sided Jar was filled about threefourth® full of water* A test tube# containing enough
water to make it float when placed mouth downright in
th® Jar* was floated in th© jar* A piece of rubber was
tied over the mouth of th# Jar* When th® rubber cover
ing was pressed: th© test tube- sank to th# bottom* when
th® pressure on the rubber covering wa® released# the
test tub# rose from the bottom and again floated at th©
surface of th® water*

fag® ft*'

general! stations»
1#
2*

3*
4*
3*

Whan th® rubber was pressed It m©d® th® air pressure
greater and this pressure push©# th® test tub© to •
th® hot tom*
Whan th® rubber was pr oa sad th® pressor® on th® in-*
aid® was not as groat as that on th® out aid®.#
A- solid “fith no spaa© on the inside will sink*
AH>srtiolm which Is hollow will float*
When you press on th® rubber you push down- on th®
tub® and make it sink*

Froblem 23*
uiggg.^ggj j0 ^ were each given six number 1 can*- of
evaporated milk to see who could be th® first t®:empty
his cans* doe punched on# hole In the top of each'of
his cans and poured th® mild out* Bob punched two"
holes In the top of each of hi® cans and poured th© milk
out* Be emptied his six emu® of milk long before Jo®
amptied hi#*
(ienerall nations *
1*

2*
3*
4*
3*

Sob had one hole for the milk to come out and on©
for th# air to go in*
Th© more holes in the topof the can ^the
fester th®
milk will go out*
When two holes were punched In the can the milk
had more room to run out*
Th© air must have a paatag® way as well as the milk*
Th® air pressure coming in on® hoi© shoved th® milk
out of the other hole*

Problem 24*
■ TT-itr-r-'-ri-trrat© due to certain diseases .ha® -do*
eroased in the past few years a© indioated by th® £©!«*
lowing tablet Per 1 0 0 *0 0 0 *
Diphtheria 1910 - §19 Smallpox 1014 * 6*514Typhoid 1©09~
1928 -* 180
1927 ~ 1 #270
1*292 1928*
164
generalisations*
1*

Conditions have improved because of sanitary pr®*
cautions* us© of serums* knowledge of source of
diseases*
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People are not 'believing In superstitions*
Solenoe has found out more about how to cure
diphtheria than they have smallpox or typhoid#
Typhoid killed more people than diphtheria or
smallpox*
m m day there wm$ be no disease*
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Fag© 101#
Fart 11*
given

Application of Principles. { This test was

only once subjectively--correlation satisfactory•)

Directions.
you ©re given a set of problems* a set of answers
and reasons for th© answers*

Head each on© carefully*

First pick out all of the answers that are cor
rect, number them I* 2, etc#
Second pick out all of the reasons that would
apply to the correct answers and number 'them in th©
same manner*

All of th© reasons for number 1 answer

put a 1 in front of them* all those for number 2
put a 2 in front of them* ©to*
Problem 1ft
"""flier© wore two rooms in which scarlet fever pat
ients stayed* After the p&pients were well on® of th©
rooms was swept and dusted, and th© room was immedia
tely occupied* In the other room everything was washed
in hot water and a disinfectant used* the mattress pla
ced In the sun and all the shades put up and the sun
allowed to enter th® room for &ome time before any on®
urn®# th© room* What would you expect to be th©''.resultY
AnlWers,
“1 . 1 ITorms. did not remain in the first room*
2 . " '"The person who occupies the first room will pro"bably get scarlet fever*
5#
Th© occupants may not get scarlet fever*
Reasons*
1*
Sweeping and dusting does not kill germs*
■— '""g’
J ™ ’xt may have gotten rid of some germs.
S » '"jBoarlet fever is contagious*
4*
Th© room was not thoroughly and properly
cleaned*
5* .Th© occupants may be immune to scarlet fever*
and disinfectants will kill germs*
'"T V, '
" Sun, disfectants and boiling water kill germs*
8 . ""The first room was made sanitary by killing all
of the germs with hot water and sunshine*
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Problem ,.2*

‘"’11®wag© * not disinfected, from a typhoid room 1 ©
thrown out on th© ground and left uncovered* What Is
likely to happen, and why?
AfttWOPS*
" '1*

^"Th# typhoid f©ver germs will be spread and start
an epidemic*
2*
It may become disinfected*
3 2 S Z I I I ^ #|>idemlo of scarlet fever is likely to occur*
typhoid fever epidemic will not break out*
Bernsons#

~’T1*
, r i

3*

T he germs will get to the sewage*
"'^he sewage was not disinfected and the germs would
not be killed*
Typhoid fever may he spread by flies getting th®

germs on their feet and then walking on food*
4*
"'nnir1IT*

typhoid fever Is a very dangerous disease*
There m y he a poor water supply near the spot

and the sewage may get into it*
6*

., 3*

W ater or sewage may carry th# germs to the river*
fever germs are carried through intes*
"tinal discharge*
..The flies may get to It*

Fr#bl#m_ 3*
rrmrr’irtr"™r’"r'"^fE#r© are a number of oases of trench mouth in
town* Those afflicted with th# disease constantly go to
th® soda fountain for drinks, *hieh are served in gl&©~
ses* What Is likely to be th® result? Ifhy?

Answers*
y b m is likely to b© a rapid' spread of th#
diseas#*
g*
T he people will probably die*
" nw,Aa epidemic of trench mouth may not break out*
Bessons*
1*
Soda fountain glasses are
'to kill th® germs*
2*
P aper cups should be used
of th© disease*
3*
The disea®# may be spread
fountain*
4*
Th# glasses may be washed
b* "7"™Trenoh mouth is s.oread by

not sterilised enough
to orevent the spread
on glasses at th® soda
clean of the germs*
contact*

Fag# 103*
Problem 4»
An experimenter found these conditions existing
in two schools*
One school kept the temperature at
70 degree© F* and made no attempt to regulate the
relative humidity o f the room* The other school kept
a constant temperature of 62 degrees P* and. provided
a relative humidity of 60$ -constantly* How would the
comfort of these building© compare! Why?
Answers*
latter school building would be the most
comfortable*
2*
The on© *lth 70 degree P# would not be heated
~correctiy*
5*
The air in the first building would be dry*
4 » l,rir'gfthc pupils in the first school would get sleepy*
Reasons*
v,".
-^g^ T
have ®0$ of the humidity in lb that
it is possible for the air to hold at that cer»
tain temperature*
2* ..fleet without moisture i® atufy*
'
ar,:',f3 * 111" C orrect temperature and correct moisture content
are very comfortable*

4*

70 degree F* is too hot for comfort*

air absorbs the moisture in a persons throat*
*ke first room there will not fee enough mol©«
1for the temperature#
7* .. A relative amount of humidity is needed for
"^health and' comfort*
■H, 8t
The :pufj.lls in the first school did not get fresh
air*
w ''mmy \xQ

Z J H Z ^ n

problem 5*
":
,
r
'■ 1
r'lTrgentl©ifian has found out that it is best to have
30 pounds of air pressure in his automobile tire© in the
summer* where as he always uses 35*40. pounds in'-the win**
ter#
what will be likely to, happen if he puts Sh 40
pounds in the summer and finally drive© the car 500
miles ana concrete road on a very hot day? H h y !
Answer©.*
1 ""I* r
"-1,mg e i© likely to have a blowout*
tires will probably burn up*
™EeZZZ]®e maF nQ,fc have © blowout*
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Reasons*
T''!*
T l r expands whan heated, and when the em
ran over
the conoret, It became hot*
2*
The concrete road and the rubber tires cause fric
tion and heat the air in the tires and it expands
and bursts*
3*
H e may have a *Sllvertoim* tire with ^golden ply11
In it#
4#
The pressure increase® end the tires become
weaker*
5*
The hot road will make the rubber melt and th®
will make the tires expand, and burst*
6*
Friction and heat will cause a blowout*

7T~~Th© air pressure outside is lighter in summer#
8#

'"^Th® pressure in th# tire Is greater than th®
pressure on th# outside of th# tire*

Problem 6*
.... .fnte two bottles of equal weight were poured equal
■
amounts of water*
One of the bottles was thrown into a
fresh water lake, while the other was thrown into th®
ocean* What is likely to happen to each of the bottles?
Why?

Answers*
-l,'ri » ,ir-'r,riuT h# bottle thrown in the fresh water would sink
w — ” ” and th# one thrown into the salt water would
float*
2*
They will float*
,Tf~rwT he bottles may or .may not sink*

Reasons*
I»rT~:r'n^ alt water is heavier than fresh water*
"$*' "“"“""Th® bottle would displace its own weight and so
it would float high in salt water*
3*
T hey displace an equal amount of water to their
weight*
4#
.There is more buoyancy in salt water than in fresh
'
“water*
5*
F resh water has less density than salt water*
depends on th# amount of water that was put
into th# bottle, if the weight of th# bottle is
more than the weight of th# amount of water it
displace®, it will sink otherwise it will not*
7*
They were heavier than water*
Problem 7*
'"■"'"f"'Bave a keg of vinegar which I wish to empty*
I place th#
on top of a table, remove the plug in
the side, and insert a four foot piece of rubber hose
through the hole*
1 draw on th© end of the tub® with
my mouth* What will happen? Why?

Afi
JpJUi©©
«9

t A
Jit t 15#

i:lT'’
'I*1'"'1
. The vinegar will b© siphoned out*
,rit,>If it had an outlet at th© top it would com©
' '^♦r'rrirrt>H othing will com© out of th© keg*

out

Beesons*.

2*
3#
4*

6*

th® air is drawn out-of th© tub® the air
"pressure will push th© vinegar into th© space wh
ere the air was and then the vinegar will- be
drawn out of th® tube by gravity and more vinegar
will take its -olac© until all of- the vinegar is
out of th® keg#
When you draw on th© end it creates m suction and
the vinegar will continue to flew out*
Th© vinegar in th© tub© is heavy enough to pull
the other vinegar out*
Water pressure I® greater than air preefcure*
th© vinegar tried to com® out it would leave
a vacuum which would suck th© vinegar back into
the keg*
Brewing on the tube created a vacuum which th®

:
’'Tril,"r'
firmr"Vto®gsr tried to fill*
7*

There is no air la It so the vinegar comes out#

Froblem 8*
^ T S o t t l © was washed la'boiling water and-set
upside down o n a piece of oilcloth* If you examined the
bottle at the end of two hours what would you ©xpeot to
find had happened to the oilcloth? Why?
Answers*
r,ir'll,ir*rr,|,,,i'
l,Trhe oilcloth will be drawn up into the mouth
of th® battle a little way#
g*
The oilcloth would be hot and sticky*
'"'‘^i^^'^Ther© will b® a ring of water on the oilcloth*
'r4'* ^'"w The oilcloth would be discolored*
Reasons*
T 1*
T he air In th© bottle is warm when the bottle is
set down, when the air cools it contracts thus
the oil cloth into th© bottle*
2 »
Th© suction of the warm water would pull th© oil*
loth into th# bottle*
3*
The moisture inside Is greater then that outside*
1* n"''"""Th o heat draws the oilcloth tight ©round th© mouth
of th© bottle#
6* The water will have drained out of the bottle*
~~6*r The water softens th© oilcloth and when it cries
it peel® off*
7*
Th© steam in the bottle ha© cooled and -condensed
into water*
8*
The heat from th© bottle killed the germs*
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pyobimm 9*
mi ,,I nallooa was filled with warm air and m n t up*
What do you think happened to it? Why?
Answers*
T'*r
“ It went up a certain distance hut when the sir
cooled It fell to the ground*
2* It would hurst
3* It rose rapidly*

e moisture
tract#
2*
3*

4*
5*
6*
7*
8#

in the

balloon

would make

i t een*

Warm air expands and would sense It to hurst*
Warm' air la lighter than sold air so the balloon
would rise until the d r oooled it enough t© let
the weight of the balloon basket pull it to the
earth*
Warm air rises*
Warm, air has less density than cool air and it
would float tee balloon until the air cooled*
The air got so light on tee outside that the
pressure on th® inside expanded*
Hot air contracts and the cold air would push the
balloon in until it hurst#
Warm air is heavy*

Problem 10,

p le e e s of Ice of equal sis® are selected* One
is wrapped In white cloth and other In black, and they
are placed side by side In tee sun* which will 'melt store
quickly? Why?
Answers*
T * 'fh# piece of ice wrapped in the while ©loth will
melt first*
Um
The piece of ice wrapped in tee black ©loth will
melt first*
..... 3* They will bote melt In tee same length of time#
Reasons*
~T£ ,Jr"Th® whit® ©loth attracts heat from the sun? the
black does not#
2,
White ©loth will not receive or take In heat like
th# black ©loth*
3* Th# whit© ©loth will reflect the heat while th#
black ©loth absorbs th# heat#
4* The black ©loth is tighter than th® whit© ©loth
and does not let air in on the io© as muoh*
5. Th# whit# ©loth will not hold th© heat or th® ©old*
6# Th# black bloth absorbs the light*
7* The sun will not shin# through th# black cloth as
quickly as it will through th# white and the black
©loth absorbs light*
8* The black ©loth reflects heat and th© whit® ©loth
absorbs it*
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Problem 11*
"ni 9 wo"rooms identical in every respect are arranged*
One is lighted by Indirect lighting, the other by direct
lighting* What will th# difference be In th® lighting
effect of the t vo rooms? Why?
Answers »
-■-r,n^wr--r-r,,^^ house with direct lighting will be lighter*
3 3 H Z Z Z Z ^ @ ^ d i r e c t lighting i n "the room will b© soft
and diffused*
3+ . Th© room with indirect lighting will be best for
*~“ -~*~“th© ©yes*
4*
One will be poor*
Reasons*
^XiT
indirect light will be reflected from the
wwww~ w“ wall or ceiling making it soft*
2*
The light would be reflected and glaring If indi
rect lighting wes used and it would be dark also*
3*
The light does not shine directly down in, in
direct lighting*
. 4* ,. IDireot lighting hurts the eyes*
^ indirect lighting the light is evenly dlstrl■
'■"•■",w"|jut©dr all over the room*
6*
iTh© room lighted by direct lighting will be real
light in the place where the light is, but will
oast a shadow in the other part of the room*
7* ,Th© direct light come© straight down on you*
rr^n ghe indire.ct lighting throws sunlight all through
the room and bacteria do not live In th# light*
Problem 12*
““ TiTliEr p 1 an©'; fully ©quipped for flying at extre
mely high dL titudes and a specially constructed and
©quipped stratosphere balloon, leave th® ground,:at. th©
same time and from the same field* At th© end of
eight hours which will b# the higher, assuming that no
accidents occur?
Why?
Answers*
~~ l»rTI’Trfti# airplane will be th© higher.*
~2»"
balloon will be th# higher*.,
Reasons*

2*
3*
4*
5*

airplane needs oxygen to run Its motor and the
""pressure affect® the plane more because th© balloon
can b@ regulated by a ripping pannel*
The balloon is lighter than the airplane, and thus
will ascend on up until It becomes heavier than
The airplane has a. motor to help it rise while
“"the balloon was blown about by th© wind#
The balloon is specially constructed for high
altitudes#
T he balloon would not rise as fast because bal
loons start on stratasphere flights in late even
ing and the air would b© cool*
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6*
*?m

8*

The balloon goes straight up* while the airplane
does not*
The balloon gets larger a© it rise© and its ris
ing speed is -increased* while the airplane rises
slower as it rises because the air get© thin and
cannot support the plane*
The motor of the airplane stops after a certain
""height is reached*

Problem 13*
fwoTboys are sitting in a room that is directly
lighted*
One of the boy© is reading directly under'the
light* while the ether boy is reading with the light
coming over his left shoulder from behind him*
Which will
read with the greatest easet
Ibyi
Answers*
boy reading directly under the light*
boy with the light coming over his left
shoulder*
3*
One will read «ith as much ease as the other*

Beeson©*
ri"'"T*"rr 'Eight from fireotly above would reflect in the
.,I"'"'LJJ "rrTn''"*l3 oy® eyes, and light from behind would reflect
away from the boy*
2*
The boy will not have to ©quint up to read as if
the light were down on him*
3* ,,The glare will not hurt his eyes*
www¥ T w *e^here w o u l d be no shadow on his book and' the light
would not shine right down on the book*
3,*
The light hits the book and reflects from the person*
1,nn11 * '.^''^he light hits the book and reflects in his face*
.y^-rnrm^
n0$ oast a shadow over hi s book*
"rn;'i*"~''',
r'h‘l,teie rays of the first light will ref loot into
the boy*® ©yes*
Problem J U * .

-------SETTS’ ventilation in a room is necessary for
comfort during the pioneer days a great many people lived
in log cabins with no windows in them* How was the house
ventilated? Why was it possible to ventilate in that
manner*
Answers*
T "1#
Through the door*
was ventilated by the door and chimney and.
the holes in the walls*
5*
The houses were not roperly ventilated*
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Reasons#
,

2*
3*
4*
5*
6*

lived out-of-doors most of the time
and got fresh air*
The fresh air came in the bottom, circulated
around and got out by the fireplace#
The wind would blow in the cracks and keep the
air stirring*
The door was open much of the time*
They would catch a disease more quickly*
The chimneys were very large and the houses
small*

7#
8*

Bouses were not built airtight as today*
It would breed germs*

problem 15*
Wien.nrirrrflji^
house & are built ©jcaotly alike and all condi
tions in the two are the same, except one Is heated by a
hot water heating system, while the other is heated with
a plpeless furnace* What will probably be the difference
in the heating of the two houses! Why!

4aST 7 S**». one with the hot water heating system will
8*
,

3*

r

4*

be more comfortable*
The plpelesa furnace system will be more .com
fortable *
The house with a plpeless furnace will be ventilet© a better*
The hot water system will be cleaner and. more
sanitary#

Reasons*
T * ri,TThe hot water heating system would supply suffi
cient humidity in the house through the pipes*
2* The hot water would evaporate the little humidity
in the air#
3* The water might run out of the hot water heating
system and a pip© might break or it may explode*
4* Bach room has a radiator in it and will heat even
ly with the hot water system, while there is only
one register in the pipoloss furnace*
8# The house with the pipeless furnace will have a
large supply of humidity#
6# The hot air rises all through the house and will
circulate*
7* The water in the radiator could not evaporate
through the radiator very well while hot air Is
furnished with moisture when it leaves the fur
nace*
8* The hot water heater doe® not cause circulation
of the air*
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problem 16*
iS'rA#! who has malaria fever, la visiting in a
certain aommtinlty In which there are no oases of mala
ria* Mosquitoes are very prevalent in this section and
annoy the inhabitants constantly* What is likely to
happen! Why!
sways*
X# ' There is likely to be a rapid spread of malaria
2* The whole community will have malaria*
_____ 8* There may be no oases of malaria#
Reasons*
i# A mosquito might bite Mr* A* and get the ma
laria germ in his system, bit® some one else
and thus spread the disease#
2# The malaria germ is carried by the mosquito in
his blood*
3# Mosquitoes spread malaria fever*
4* Having personal contact with Mr* A* spreads
the disease germs*
5# There may be no malaria mosquitoes in the
neighborhood In which ease it would not spread*
6* The mosquitoes may not bit© Mr* A*
7# The people should be vaccinated to prevent ma
laria*
Problem 17*
A b&oteriologist tests water from a river and
then tests !tf again after it has been through the olty
purification plant* How will these two tests probably
compare and Why?
Answers
ry^L-r"X*r,r The water was likely to be impure on the first
test and pur© with the second test*
^ ^ 2# The water will be Gleaner after going through
the purification plant#
.
3# Might be different In their taste#
Reasons*
^ m'^T»rt"*The pur I f io at ion plant filtered and chlorinated
the water which purified It*
2# The purification killed the germs#
3* There is much garbage and sewage in river water
Problem 18*
r
,
f wo1rrooms were planned and constructed alike in
all respects except the following! In on© room the
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ventilator® war© placed under the windows with no window
hoard® at the bottom of the windows and the radiator®
were placed at the top of the room against the wall# In
the other room the ventilators were placed near the bot
tom of the room, window board® at the bottom of the win
dow® and the radiators under the windows* How would the
heating of these room® compare? Why?
Anwwera.^
"
n'",""n:Tni"fi'r" fhe second room would b® warmer and. more comfort*
able «
2# one had freeh air and. it stayed warm, while the
other had no fresh air and it was cold*
3* You might catch cold, in the -first room*
Reasons*
J,ir^'n-'l#f'ri:,'Hot air rises and it wouldn*t warm the room if
the radiators were at the top of the ceiling«
2* The ventilators should be away from the windows
to avoid dust and dirt*
3* The air would be fresher in the second room*
4* In the last on© the heat could circulate around
the room*
5* The cold air would come in at the bottom and not
get heated in the first room because cold air is
heavier than warm*
6* In the second room the cold air would come in,
get heated, rise and circulate and cool off aid
come down and go out of the ventilator*
7* The cold air would come in and go out to the
and force the hot air down*
Problem 19,
« A* has three large ponds on his place in
which mosquitoes breed* He put a number of minnows in
one* H© poured oil over the surface of the water in the
second, while he does nothing to the third one * What
will be most likely to happen In each case? Why?
Answers*
2*
3*
4*
5*
6*

will be no more breeding in the first pond,
Thor© will be no more breeding in the second pond,
There will be no more breedingin the third pond*
There will be more breeding in the third pond*
The one with theminnows in It will breed mos
quitoes*
The minnows will die.
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Bessons*
I v ^ f h © minnows-will eat the mosquitoes and. larvae*
2* There is nothing to stop “them ..from brooding*
3* Oil will keep the mosquito eggs from hatching*
4* Minnows oaiinot stop mosquitoes from hatohing*
5* Oil keeps mosquitoes from laying eggs*
*6# oil covers the water so that the mosquito larvae
Cannot breathe*
7* -The oil will shut off the -air supply and the
pupa# will die*
8* The mosquitoes would kill the minnows#
Problem 20*
lIJ1'UIairrnrTrr'X'J1iubi 0 foot of hard wood was soaked in a very
strong salt solution for @0 hours* then placed on a
body of water* What would you expect to happen to It?
Why?
Answers*
—
r r ~ T h e wood would wink*
J*
The wood, would float#
3* The wood would swell*
V

Bessons*
■n-nr^T-r^h^ wood had become soaked with salt water and
*"“ *
when put in fresh water it weighed more than
the amount ,of water it displaced*
2* Salt will help buoy it up*
3* Salt water is. heavier thanfresh water*
,
m„.4* The salt in it will keep Out the fresh water
and make it float*
^
5» Its density has changed, lighter than the fresh
water*
6* The cub# is to© small to displace Its own weight*
Problem 11*
SBsll hole is made in the bottom of a test tube
and a baloon tied over this end of the tube* The mouth
of the
tub# Is loweredIn a jar of weteri What will
likely happen? Why?

^
.

v~rY » '"fee balloon will become partly inflated*
2*
The water will com# up a little way in the tube*
3* Ho
change willtake place*
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Reasons.
3#
3*
4*

air pres stire In the Jar pushes the water
into the test tube*
The water pressure pushed the air Into the ball
oon.
The air will leave the tube and Inflate the ball*
oon and the water will take the place of the air*
The vacuum of the balloon pulls the water*

problem 32*
Tear paper
into small bits and place on the
table* Force the
air from a medicine
dropped bypress
ing on the bulb*
Then place the open
end of thedropper
on some of the paper* at the* same time releasing the
pressure on the bulb* What will happen? Why?
Answers*
T r rm'
“’
The paper will stick to the end of the medicine
dropper#
2m The paper will be draim into the end of the
medicine dropper*
3* The paper will fly away from the end of the
medicine dropper*
Reasons*
T * T h e pressure of the air trying to o©me into the
bulb holds the paper in place#
2. The dropper creates a suction*
3* The bulb suck® the air back up into it carrying
the paper along at the same time*
4* The air pressure i® greater on the outside of
the dropper than it is on the inside and the air
rushes to get In#
5* The air is sucking the paper into the dropper#
6* When the air is forced out it leave® a vacuum
which suck® the paper and hold® it.
7. The paper take® the place of the air coming
back In the bulb*
Problem 23*
"l
l
":irrr,:'irir"n'X'pife® of paper and a stone are dropped to the
ground from a height of 300 feet at the same- time and at
the same place* Which will reach the ground first? Why?
Answers#
'T-^nin'rrmf*"ir,,lwlThe paper will reach the ground first
2m The rock will reach the ground first*
3# They will both hit the ground at the same time*
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Reasons
---j—
2m
3*
5m
6m
7*
8*

9*
10 *

rook is more streamlined than the paper*
It falls straight while the paper floats down*
The paper holds itself up by gliding*
The rook Is heavier*
The paper Is lighter than th© weight of the air
pushing up*
Gravity pulls the stone faster*
The heavier the object is the more gravity pulls
It*
The stone has less wind resistance#
The buoyancy of the air Is not great enough to
hold them both up*
Gravity pulls all things at the same rate*
The stone will fall straight but the paper will
float down*

Problem 24*
" v'rr'r,'Xf'you should enter the hall
in the diagram and follow th© ar
rows# you would enter th© room
marked A# The walls in the rooms
A and B are black# There are no
windows in either room but th©
halls are lighted# How light
would you expeot the room A to be?
Why?
Answers.
—

i: S £ V : ^ bta * S :S » K i}1£J i.!*

-11

I

n

*•

Reasons#
17 'Black absorbs light and will not reflect it*
2 * Light travels in a straight line#
3* Ho light can get to it*
4 # The light could not enter from th© hall or room
B#
5* The walls in room B would not reflect any light
in room A*
6* The little light that would come from the hall
would bounce off of room B# and not reach room A
at all#
7# Light waves cannot turn corners*
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Hypothesis

plreettone (First time given chjeotlwely*)
You ere given a set of hypotheses*

Following the

hypothesis eeoh. time is a set of experiments that are
suggested to prove the hypothesis *

Heed e&oh hypothesis

and suggested experiment end then put a B in front of
the test suggested experiment and a P In front of the
poorest one-*
Bjreetjena (Second time given objectively*)
You are given a number of hypotheses* foUoved
by a mix^er of experiments*

Seed each hypothesis and

the set of suggested experiments*

Jfcuaber eaoh experiment

as follows}
1

if the experiment is the best one

2

in front of the next best one

5

in front of the third best

4

in front of the next best

and so on until eaoh experiment has
been numbered
H y p o t h e s i s 1*

"
f''TI pos sible to kill mosquito larvae by xwfv
fooatlon*
Ixporlaenta*
“ *“ 5^TESTleet some mosquito larvae and put them In
a pan with grass water in it*- Foot some oil
on top of the water and examine it every few
minutes for three hours* In another pan put
some of the -same kind- of mosquito larvae with
water and grass but use no oil* Compare-results*
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2*

3#

4*
5*

Take an equal number of mosquito larvae of the
same kind and place one-half of them in a jar
and cap It tightly# Put the other half in a
Jar and leave It open# Examine every few min
utes for a given length of time# Compare re
sults of each Jar*
Get some mosquito larvae and put them in a very
hot place* leave the other half out where it
is o o o li Examine every few minutes fen? a cer
tain length of t!me* Beoord and compare re
sults*
_btai*i mosqutt©larvae and put in a vacuum. Ob
serve often until a change is noticed# Compare
with larva® left in the ©pen and record results#
Obtain some old burnt motor oil* lo c a te a pond
which is infested with mosquito larvae# Four
the oil over the pond thoroughly* Observe the
larvae and determine whether or not they keep
hatching* Do this several times* Draw your
conclusions*

Hypothesis 2#
rdS$r knob Is a good agent for transmitting di
sease germs*
Experiments*
"^1" r'T'Tjr^-- 1
e aiofe person to touch your door knob and
then go away* Let a healthy person use the knob
and see if he contracts the disease# Draw your
conclusions*
2# Look at a door know# that has Just been scalded*
under the mioorsoope. Then study a door knob
that has been used under the microscope# Record
results and compare*
3# Sterilise one door knob with boiling water and
touch a plate of agar to it* Let some one with
a disease touch another door knob that has been
sterilised end touch a plate of agar to it*
Take another plate of agar that has not been
opened and sdt the three plates away for several
, days* Examine every few hours# Compare results#
Do this experiment several times*
Hypothesis 3#
™ W a S I S s cannot be transmitted from man to animal#
Experiments*
'"”"T*"mn'"®l'ain an animal and let a person with measles
stay in the same room with the animal for several
days. Observe the animal from day to day to see
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2#

if he gets the measles*
Secure some measles germs from a person who
has it, and transmit them to a healthy animal*
Observe th© animal to see if ho contracts

measles*
3#

4#

5*

01v© some food which has boon left by a
measles patient and give it to a oat or dog*
Observe the animal to see if he contracts
measles*
Let people who have measles play with anA®a ls which have been kept alone for two mon
ths* Then put the animal® back in their
cages alone again* observe for some time
to see if they contract measles#
Let a person that has measles and an animal
that is healthy in every way stay together
for two weeks# Th© person is to'fix all of
the food for th© animal and also handle the
animal*
Observe the animal to determine if
if he contracts measles*

Hypothesis 4#
"’’"TPEeire "are ,fewer disease germs at high altitudes
than at sea level*
Experiments*
ri §o"'to © high altitude and open several plates
of agar and collect bacteria on the®# Go to
sea level end open the same number of plate®
of agar#
Save one plate of agar and do not
open It# Put them all in th© same place for
twenty-four hour® and study under a micros
cope* Compare results*
2* Take colonies of bacteria to a high altitude
and watch them carefully* Take other colo
nies of the same kind at sea level and watch
them* Have the same condition® for each with
the exception of the altitude®# After several
days examine each set of colonies and find out
how many have died#
Obtain result© and com
pare#
3# Obtain a microscope and go up in the atmosphere,
examine the atmosphere for bacteria under the
microscope#
Study th© air at sea level with
a microscope for bacteria#
Compare results*
4* Take two people, put on© to live up in the
atmosphere, and the other ®t sea level, for
the same length of time* Examine each to see
which la the healthier*
5* Obtain a board fro® sea level and examine it
for bacteria, then obtain on© from a high alti
tude and examine it for bacteria#
Compare
results*
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Hypothesis 5 *_
^XlgKfTrays always travel la a straight line.
E xperiments*
fffoh the sun, rays*
2*
fake a flash light Into a dark room, turn it
on and. observe the light rays#
3* Take a flash-light Into a dark room* turn it
on# Hold a. hook or some flat object in front
of it end a few feet away#
Observe and draw
your conclusions*
4# Obsery© the aim shine on the side of a house,
look o n th# opposite side of the house and
see If th© sun’ is shinglng exactly alike cm
both ©ides*- Draw your conclusions,
5,
Fix a box with a light bulb ih it* -Oloe# all
the cracks and holes- in the box except on each
side, take it in a dark room and turn on th#
light inside the box# Watch the light as it
ooMft out, and draw your conclusions#
6* Obtain a light and some small object# Hold
the object in front of the light#
Observe to
see if the object oasts a shadow on the wall,
draw your conclusions*
7#
Get in a dark room and shut the door, have
some one turn on a light at the key hole,
Observe the light rays ©a they com© in, Draw
your conclusions,
S, Obtain a flash light and at night shin© it in
a room where there Is some dust astir or smoke
and observe If-light ray© shin# in straight
lines. Draw your conclusions,
0# Take a glass prism and hold It in th® sun
light coming through a window and observe
the way th# light rays go, through It,
10, Take m lighted anndl® on a table. Put a hole
in th® center of three cards, place them so
th® holes are in a straight line with the
candle* look *through them, ‘Then move the
middle card a little to one side and observe
the effect.
Draw your conclusions*
Hypothesis 6*
W^ ^ ~ ^ T WHHF!E wall absorbs light, while a light wall
reflects light*

Experiments*
mrTT #l"“ IHght a room with dark colored walls, and with
light colored walls with the same watt bulb.
Observe and compare results#
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2*

3,

4,

Secur# a dark room, Hs© a lighted candle,
place a piece of dark paper two feet back of

the candle and observe the amount of light
reflected, then use a oeloe of white paper and
do the same*' Compare the ©mount of light
reflected by both, Draw your conclusions,
Have two rooms which, are alike in every res*
pact except that one Is light colored and th#
other a dark color* light them with th® same
amount cf light. Observe which is th® lighter,
Draw your conclusions#
Shine a light on a black cloth end it will not
hurt your eyes, shine the light on a light
colored one and note the effect on the eyes*
Observe and compare results.

Hypothesis 7*

TSscteria cannot live in the sunshine*
Experiments# .

I*1 faES two similar plates of colonies of ba#*
teria place on® lii th® sunshine and th© .other
in a. dark place for several days.
Observe
every thro© hours and compare result®,
2* Take some bacteria and put them.' in a glaee
box and put them In the sunshine, examine
carefully ©very fifteen minutes* Hecord re*
sult s and comp are,
5* Disc© some food, that has bacteria on it In the
sun, observe and determine if it will still
have them on it after some time*.
4* Procure some bacteria of different kinds and
put them in th© sun where you cen watch them
with a microscope, ©bserv© and record' what
happens* Draw your conclusions.

Hypothesis 8*
Asb©Ifos is a good Insulating material*
Experiments,

2,

^
W#t#r pip® iU WiUtCr With
asbestos, select another similar water pip©
in the same location’and of th® sam® material
and do not cover it* Observe when i t 'free###
and compare results,
Obtain some asbestos, and two quart cams,

wrap 'on© in a®b©st#P%nd' leave th# other can
unwrapped# Put th© same amount of boiling
water in each. Place a thermometer in each
can, Take the reading from each everyfifteen
minutes for three hours#
Compare results*

tag# 120*
S#

Build two houses identical alike in every

reepeot except that one is insulated with

4*

8*

8*

asbestos and* th® other with an o r d i n a r y
material*
Record the temperature in both
houses at regular intervals during the summer
and winter*
Compare results obtained and
draw ycur conclusions*
insulate the top of a house with asbestos*
In another similar house not insulate the top*
Observe and compare the results of the tops
of the houses after a snow storm, Draw your
conclusions*
Obtain some asbestos and put some around hot
objects and some around cold objects#' Deter* mine If it keeps the heat in th© hot object®
and the cold, in th® cold objects with & ther*
momatef ' Take results and compare*
Wrap eabSfetos around an electrified wire#
Take a g l n e a pig and have it touch th® wire*
If It does not shock it asbestos Is a good
insulating material, If It doe® it 1® not a
good insulating material* Follow instruc
tions, observe and draw your conclusions#

Hypothesis 9*

Ni,,rcr,,,itn,ir| ^ f wij|y is lighter than cold air*

Experiment s*
mi
a room w ith any heating system* Place
a thermometer at th® bottom of the room and
one at the top directly over th® other one,
Take a reading' from both of t h e 'thermometer*
every fifteen minutes for three hours. R e 
cord results and compare*
2. Take two balloons cf equal size, fill one with
hot air and the other with an equal amount of
cold air. Weigh both balloons accurately*
Record weights and. coaqpare*
Z *
Take two balloons of equal si 7.® on® with hot
air and on© with cold sir* Hot© result® and
compare*
4, Take two balloons and fill on© with hot air
and one with cold air* weigh each# 'Record
r ©sults and ooxopar©•
8* Fill several balloons of the same size" with
hot air and fill th® same number and the,, same
sised balloons with cold s%r# Weigh and then
turn them loose# Rot© results and cosher©.
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6#

Put a' pan of hot water In a room and a pan
of cold water in the same room* Hold your
hand over th# pans -and compare th# difference*

2Z2£H2SS£^lBl
’r^ fr‘r™ nT"mTJHTSBj?1
©t weighs less i m :alt water than In
fresh water*
Experiments*
~ e^ w”T r w^ u i p e n d a rod from a so ale into a jar of salt
water*
Suspend a rod of the same weight -arid
similar to the other from a scale Into a jar
of fresh water Be#er& results and compare#
2# obtain two’glass jars, fill one with salt water
and the other with fresh water Obtain two
pieces of wood exactly alike and which weigh
the same*
Suspend each piece from scales and
submerge one in fresh water and on# in salt
water# Hecord results and compare*
3* Take two pieces of wood that weigh the same*
Suspend, each f r o m spring scales* lower' o n e
i n t o fresh water and th# other into an equal
amount of salt water* Take readings and com?*
pare* Repeat the experiment with other arti
cles such as copper, tin, iron, etc, "Drew
your conclusions*
Hypothesis 11*
IT^ o t 'air71"1occupies more space than cold air#
Experiments*
nn,,",
“'
‘Ti^TSecure two balloons of equal sis© fill each
with an equal amount of air* The only differ
ence being that one is filled vlth hot air
and the other with cold air*
Measure each
balloon carefully and note any difference in
a I se *
2# Taka a balloon and place it over the mouth of
a bottle, note the size* Place a flassie under
the bottle and observe* Do this several times#
Compare results and draw your conclusions#
3* Fill several balloons with cold air then heat
them and observe any changes#
4* Place an equal amount of hot air and cold air
In a room and see which takes up th© most spec©*
5# Fill s bottle with cold air, cover the top with
a piece of rubber and seal it to th© bottle*
Heat the bottle*
Observe and draw your con
clusions#
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Hypothesis 12*
1.. ”r"
'
.~lti¥n©o'$uplea spec# and has weight*.
y 3jtn©n1 0 *-■
■"1 * ’": piao# a test tub# upside down In a pan of wa
ter* Observe* Punch a hole in the top of the
tube* Observe* Observe a jar and close it up*
Weigh it# Pump all of the air from it and then
weigh it again# Compare results*
2* pump up an Inner tube*. If the tube gets larger
it shows that air ©couples spa##* weigh it be
fore and after#, Record results and compare*
3* Get a container that has only one hole in it*
put a suction pwsp at the hole and pump* If
there Is air in it*, it will come outf if there
is no air in it, the object will nave In*
Hypothesis 13*
r~‘l$Srpres sure In water Increases as the depth
increases*
Experiments#
1* W S p e n d a pressure gauge 200 feet in the water*
Suspend another 500 feet in the waterbeslde the
first one* Take the readings at several dif
ferent depths* Record results and compare*
2# Obtain a small canvas bag# inflate it with,air*
lower It Into the water* observe shat happens
as it goes further into the water*
3* secure a rubber ball and submerge it a little
way Into the water* bet it go and notice how
fast It ©omes to the top* The second time sub
merge it farther into th© water*
let it go
and notice how fast it comes up to the top#
Compare the effort required to force it down to
the two different depths and draw your conclu
sions#
4* Get two closed tin cans exactly alike* Lower
one 200 feet in th© water and the other 400
feet in th© water* Pull them up and examine
them* If the last one is bent in more than the
first, it proves that water pressure Increases
with depth*
S# Let a diver go down a little way in the water add
carry a barometer and record the pressure at
several depths* Record the readings and compare.
Hypothesis 14*
'WesSure varies as one goes through the luray
Caverns*
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Experimental'

I."IITI'rWf€h a barometer observe the atmospheric
p ressure at the entrance to the Luray Cav
erns# Then go into the Caverns and take
readings at different places# Record and
compare results#
2* Let a person go a little distance in the Lur&y
Caverns and see what the pressure is# Then
let him go farther and see whether or not the
pressure varies#
3# secure a barometer and find a tunnel near by#
Head th© barometer at the entrance to the tun
nel* Then go Into the tennel and take a read
ing as you descend the tunnel* Record results
and compare•
4# Take an filled balloon through th© Caverns#
Hot© the size at intervals and draw your con
clusions#

Rypotheais 10 *
avals in a straight line#
Experiments »
'T*^rllotd your hand in various directions from the
radiator* Feel the heat coming on your hand#
Hold a board between your hand and the radia
tor# Hot© the difference in the amount of heat
felt# Compare and draw your conclusions*
2* Place an electric fan behind a stove in which
there Is a fire* Turn on the fan# Put your
hand about four feet from the fan and see if
there is any heat felt* Then cut the fan off
and hold your hand at the same place* Compare
the amount of he at felt in the two oases and
draw your conclusions#
3# Over a lighted candle hold your hand and feel
the heat from It* Then place a piece of paper
between the flam© and hand and see the differ
ence# Compare resultssnd draw your conclusions.
4# Obtain two thermometers and a book# Hold each
thermometer three feet from a stove* In between
the stove and on© thermometer place the book*
Place nothing between th© other one and the
stove* Record readings on both thermometers add
compare results*
Hypothesis 16*
''rr'^®j?gen’‘
irls necessary in order to start a fire*
Sxperimsntw»
--fiHinruj
«j|nn .n

a Sia|| amount of fuel in an air tight
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bottle* Strike a match and try to light th©
fuel* Observe and draw your conclusions*
2* Light a candle and place It in a jar emptied
of air* In another jar in which there is air
place another lighted candle* observe both
candles and compare* Draw your conclusions.
3* Take a small container with gasoline in it*
Light th© gas then put it in a larger container
where there is no oxygen* Watch to see if it
keeps burning or if It soon stops*
4* Obtain a test tub© of carbon dioxide and test
tubes of oxygen* Light a coal and put It In
th© bottles of oxygen and then in the bottles
of carbon dioxide* observe and record results
and compare*
6* Get a rabbit andput it in a room without any
oxygon In It* Then tell it to try to start a
fire* Watch it through a window. Record what
happens•
Hypothesis 17*
™ " rnr"It'propel 1©r carries a boat through the water.
Experiments*
111,1 "'1 # r''Attach propellers to different kinds of boats
and see if they will go through th© water*
2* Secure a boat without any propeller on It and
run th© boat* Then put a propeller on it and
so© what happens* Record and compare the re
sults#
3# Get a small toy boat and wind it up# Turn it
loos© In water* Observe th© propeller turn
around and determine if it pushes th© boat for
ward#
4* Secure a propeller and turn it in th© water and
feel th© force It has* Draw conclusions#
Hypothesis 18*
a home by us© of th© hot water system,
th© hot water rises through th® pipes and enters the ra
diators, thus forcing th® cold water downward into th®
tank#
Experiment.®,#
1#' ,n:iShlen a radiator in a room is hot, place a table
over It and put your hand over th© table and
to th© sides of th© table* Record results
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2,

3*
4*

and coup are.
Make a small hot water heating system like a
real one# put something in the water to color
it or us© some sawdust in the water so it can
he easily seen# Heat the water* Observe and
record results#
Put some colored water in a jar* Heat it and
notice how th© hot water will com© to the top*
Find a house that has a hot water heating sys
tem* Then see by examining th© system whether
or not the hot water rises through the pipes
and enters the radiators, thus forcing the cold
water down into the tank*

Hypothesis 19*
¥Se'”iir at th© top of th© heated room is warmer
than th© air at the bottom of the room*
Experiments»
“T"" 1rrT,r ■"Oae a thermometer and take the temperature at
the top of a room and also at the bottom of the
same room* Eeoord results and ooz^par©*
2* Heat a room until it is warm* Plaoe a thermometer at the top and on© at the bottom of the
room* Let them remain there for some time#
Take readings on each every few minutes* Re
cord and compare results*
3# When a radiator is hot, feel the bottom and the
top of it* Hot© differences In the temperature
of each*
4* Get a well heated room# Have a person stand on
& floor and feel the warmth of the room, then
have him get up on a ladder that almost reaches
the celling and feel the differ ©no© in the warmth
of the two* Compare#
5* secure a fire knot and set it on fire* Go into
avliouse and observe the way the smoke goes*
Draw your conclusions#
6* Put some cold air in a glass* Get the same
amount of hot air and color it* Put it in the
Jar with the cold air* Hot© results and draw
your conclusions*
Hypothesis 20#
Ultra-violet light is neoessary for the healthy
development of children#
Experiments*
l* ''"Study carefully a child who has been indoors
most all of its life and one that has been out
of doors most all of its life# Compare them
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2*

3*

4*

6*

and draw your conclusions*
Take two groups of children* Treat each group
the seme and let them live under the same con
ditions except let one group stay under ordin
ary light# Put the other group under ultra
violet light* After some time compare them and
draw your conclusions*
Take two children from the same family — same
age, both healthyf bring both up In the same
way except use ultra-violet light on one and or
dinary light on the other* Hot© difference in
the two and compare*
Obtain several rats* Keep half of them in the
sun where they will get ultra-violet rays and
the other half in th© dark so they cannot get
the ultra-violet rays# Study them at the end
of three months and compare differences*
Put 20 people who work in an office all day
under an ultra-violet light bulb and 20 more
under ordinary lights* All 40 people are phy
sically well at the beginning* At the end of
six months examine each* Compare results*

Hypothesis 2I?
lilg&t raye are absorbed by black color and re
flected by aluminum*
Experiments*
r m J o - i n t o a room with dark colors in it with
light coming in# Then go Into another room
painted with aluminum and the same amount of
light coming in and the same size room* Com
pare the brightness of each room and draw
your conclusions#
2, secure two flat surfaces# Paint one black and
the other with aluminum paint# Take them in
the dark room* Turn a flashlight on each# Com
pare the results#
3* Take a black surface and an aluminum surface#
Place glass prisms before each and see if there
is any light reflected In the prisms* Compare
results*
4* Take a piece of slate and try to reflect the
sun rays upon a house. Then use a sheet of
aluminum and do the same# Compare results*
HTOOthesis22#
^
is opened at the bottom and top
to a room, the cold fresh air enters the room at the
lower opening while the warm foul air leaves the room
through the upper opening*
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Experiment.® *
T* "'r~”Tak® a miniature window and drive smoke through
it and see how it circulates*
2* Put a thermometer at the bottom and top of the
window after it ha® been opened* Take readings
of both at the same time and compare the results*
3* Fill a room with smoke* Then put the window® up
at the bottom and down at the top* Notice the
smoke* Draw your conclusions*
4* Put the window up from the bottom and down from
the top* Light a candle and put it at the open
ing at the bottom of th® window and notice the
way the flame blows* Then put it at the top
of the window and see which way it blows* Ob
serve# Do this several times* Draw your con
clusions#
5* Fill a balloon with cold fresh air and lay it
at a window* Blow on It* It will go out of
th© window In which you placed it* Then fill
© balloon with warm air and it will rise and go
out of th© upper window* Draw your conclusions*
6* Hals© a window at the bottom and lower it at the
top* Observe where cold air comes In and hot
air goes out*
”'
Ttemp©ratur© of the room being the same, a
room in which the water vapor or humidity is regulated
is more comfortable for a person than a room in whloh
th© humidity is not regulated#
Experiments.#.
f1*"m"$o into a room properly heated and humidified
and stay for an hour* Then go Into a room
that is not properly heated or humidified and
stay for an hour* Compare th© comfort of th©
two rooms*
2* Put a person in a room where the humidity is
regulated and a person in a room where it is
not regulated* Allow them to stay there for
two hours, Cougar® the feelings of the two#
3#
Take two. rooms* In on© regulate the humidity
and in the other do not regulate the humidity*
Have a family live for the same length of time
in each* lot® results#
4#
Select a room that has no humidity In it and
get four people to stay In there for three
hours# Then put th© same people in a room
that is properly humidified and let them stay
in there for three hours# Compare the eomfort
of the two rooms*
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Hypothesis 24*
'
'ITgKi rays are bent on passing through glass#
Experiments*;
I*T,rrSo into a room and see if the light ray® are
bent which come through the room*
2# Take a glass prism and hold it in the run so
thmtthe rays hit it# Observe result® and
draw your conclusions*
3* Dee colored rays* Reflect them through glass*
Hot® results*
4* Take a glass of water* put a pencil in it#
Look at it straight down and also at the side*
Draw conclusiong «
8* Go into a dark room In which there is only
one opening* Put a glass over one-half of
the opening and leave the other half open#
llotioe the difference in the two oases* Draw
your conclusions*
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